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Preface

The range of industries utilizing drilling is wide and includes machining and 
manufacturing, oil and gas, construction, mining, and so on. The success of drilling 
operations depends on many factors and much progress has been made in this 
regard. This book presents the latest scientific and engineering achievements in 
drilling. It covers new and creative methods of performing this operation, applica-
tions of drilling, and process optimization methods to enhance the efficiency and 
productivity of drilling while lowering associated costs and time. I hope research-
ers, engineers, and scientists reading this book will find it useful in enhancing the 
quality of their work and research.

The research presented in this book is that of scientists and engineers from various 
countries around the world. I am thankful to all the contributors for their work. 
I would also like to thank Mr. Muhammad Aamir who assisted me in the review 
process, and Ms. Sara Gojević-Zrnić and the staff at IntechOpen for their continu-
ous support in seeing this book through to publication. Lastly, I give special thanks 
to my wife, Mahtab Moradi, for her encouragement and support while I was editing 
this book.

Dr. Majid Tolouei-Rad
School of Engineering,

Edith Cowan University,
Perth, Australia
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Drilling 
Technology
Majid Tolouei-Rad and Muhammad Aamir

1. Introduction

Drilling technology has been widely used in many industries such as manufacturing,  
mining, oil and gas, and construction. In manufacturing industries, drilling pro-
cesses are not limited to conventional methods where a physical contact is made 
between the cutting tool and the solid material. Non-conventional drilling processes 
use forms of energy such as electrical, chemical, electrochemical, thermal and heat, 
to generate holes on the hard materials.

Among all drilling processes, conventional drilling with twist drill bits is the 
first operation attracting extensive attention of researchers. Therefore, the fact 
that majority of today’s products incorporate holes generated by drilling operations 
cannot be ignored. In various industries, drilling is one of the essential opera-
tions, where the joint’s life can be critically affected by the quality of the drilled 
holes. Drilling is often considered the final machining operation during assembly 
of components, where an efficient drilling process provides superior quality of 
drilled holes to ensure high strength and high efficiency [1]. A low-quality drilled 
hole can result in cracks within the structure, which ultimately reduce their service 
lifetime and add extra costs for maintenance [2]. This is why the drilling process is 
acknowledged as a more challenging issue during assembly and is the most com-
mon, frequent and necessary processing craft in various industries. Therefore, both 
academia and industries are highly motivated for research on the applications of 
drilling operations.

However, the drilling process required the use of right cutting tools together with 
appropriate cutting parameters, such as cutting speed or spindle speed, feed rate, 
and a reliable machine tool setup, to ensure high quality holes in terms of low surface 
roughness, cylindricity, circularity, perpendicularity and less formation of burrs [3]. 
Therefore, the drilling process can be explicitly understood by proper selection and 
optimization of process parameters without compromising productivity and hole 
quality [4, 5].

Drilling operations form the largest portion of machining operations in manu-
facturing industries; therefore, conventional and CNC machines do not give a high 
production rate where production volumes are huge. In contrast, special purpose 
machines can provide very high production rates for performing drilling and 
drilling-related operations including tapping and reaming. The production rates 
of these machines are many times higher than conventional and CNC machines. 
In addition, the quality and uniformity of production are superior compared to 
conventional methods. Figure 1 shows a two-station special-purpose machine used 
to perform drilling and tapping operations. The production rate increases as the 
number of workstations increases, since the machine can perform multiple opera-
tions simultaneously. Special purpose machines with 8, 10, and 12 workstations are 
very common.
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A significant 59% cost reduction is reported in the literature when a special-
purpose machine is used in place of a CNC machine, and the cost reduction is an 
impressive 95.5% when compared to a conventional machine [6]. Although these 
machines are capable of improving the quality and quantity of the parts produced 
compared to conventional machines, the utilization of this technology is not 
proportional to its benefits [6]. This, to a large extent, is attributed to the lack of a 
solid foundation for feasibility analysis of utilization of these machines. To tackle 
this, extensive research has been performed by contemporary researchers and 
models are developed for feasibility analysis of the utilization of such machines; 
both technically and economically [7–9]. The models developed can assist engineers 

Figure 2. 
A poly-drill head with three adjustable spindles mounted on conventional milling machine.

Figure 1. 
Flex drill: A special purpose machine used for performing drilling and tapping operations [6].
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and manufacturing firms in deciding when this technology gives superior results 
compared to other alternatives.

Another essential accessory for the drilling operation is the poly-drill head, 
which can increase production by creating many holes simultaneously [10]. 
Poly-drill heads are used for drilling and drilling-related operations. As these 
can perform multiple operations simultaneously, then the overall machining 
time is reduced significantly, resulting in a huge improved productivity [11, 12]. 
Poly-drill heads are of fixed and adjustable types, and the number of spindles 
could vary from two to more than 10. In the adjustable type, the position of the 
spindles can change providing varied center-to-center distances of the holes 
within a range. Poly-drills could be used on the conventional drill presses, milling 
machines, CNC machines, and special-purpose machines. Figure 2 shows a three-
spindle poly-drill head mounted on a conventional milling machine for drilling 
three holes simultaneously.

Poly drill head also ensures advantages like less rejection of parts by provid-
ing better accuracy, less operator fatigue and time saved in the operation. A poly 
drill head or multi-spindle drill head performed better than the one-shot drilling 
process by giving a better hole quality, less tool wear, and producing small and 
fragmented chips [13].
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Chapter 2

Analysis of the Performance of 
Drilling Operations for Improving 
Productivity
Majid Tolouei-Rad and Muhammad Aamir

Abstract

Drilling is a vital machining process for many industries. Automotive and 
aerospace industries are among those industries which produce millions of holes 
where productivity, quality, and precision of drilled holes plays a vital role in their 
success. Therefore, a proper selection of machine tools and equipment, cutting 
tools and parameters is detrimental in achieving the required dimensional accuracy 
and surface roughness. This subsequently helps industries achieving success and 
improving the service life of their products. This chapter provides an introduction 
to the drilling process in manufacturing industries which helps improve the quality 
and productivity of drilling operations on metallic materials. It explains the advan-
tages of using multi-spindle heads to improve the productivity and quality of drilled 
holes. An analysis of the holes produced by a multi-spindle head on aluminum 
alloys Al2024, Al6061, and Al5083 is presented in comparison to traditional single 
shot drilling. Also the effects of using uncoated carbide and high speed steel tools 
for producing high-quality holes in the formation of built-up edges and burrs are 
investigated and discussed.

Keywords: drilling, cutting tools, hole quality, productivity, multi-spindle head

1. Introduction

Drilling is the most commonly performed machining operation in manufacturing 
industries. Therefore, the analysis and improvement of this process are of great 
importance in increasing productivity and competitiveness, where many  existing 
studies reported on the optimization and improvement of this process [1, 2]. 
There are many machines that perform drilling operations including dedicated 
drilling machines, lathes, milling machines, machining centers and special pur-
pose machines. The drilling process is extensively and heavily used in industries, 
accounting for a large portion of overall machining time and costs. Therefore, 
drilling has a significant economic role in industries, where it hugely contributes to 
the fabrication of various industrial parts [3].

Hole-making processes using drilling operations have been the focus of many 
research studies, where a lot of development and progress has been made. However, 
as technology has progressed and newer tools and equipment have been introduced, 
further research is required to improve the productivity and efficiency of this 
important operation, which forms the core of activities in many industries [4, 5]. 
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and surface roughness. This subsequently helps industries achieving success and 
improving the service life of their products. This chapter provides an introduction 
to the drilling process in manufacturing industries which helps improve the quality 
and productivity of drilling operations on metallic materials. It explains the advan-
tages of using multi-spindle heads to improve the productivity and quality of drilled 
holes. An analysis of the holes produced by a multi-spindle head on aluminum 
alloys Al2024, Al6061, and Al5083 is presented in comparison to traditional single 
shot drilling. Also the effects of using uncoated carbide and high speed steel tools 
for producing high-quality holes in the formation of built-up edges and burrs are 
investigated and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Drilling is the most commonly performed machining operation in manufacturing 
industries. Therefore, the analysis and improvement of this process are of great 
importance in increasing productivity and competitiveness, where many  existing 
studies reported on the optimization and improvement of this process [1, 2]. 
There are many machines that perform drilling operations including dedicated 
drilling machines, lathes, milling machines, machining centers and special pur-
pose machines. The drilling process is extensively and heavily used in industries, 
accounting for a large portion of overall machining time and costs. Therefore, 
drilling has a significant economic role in industries, where it hugely contributes to 
the fabrication of various industrial parts [3].

Hole-making processes using drilling operations have been the focus of many 
research studies, where a lot of development and progress has been made. However, 
as technology has progressed and newer tools and equipment have been introduced, 
further research is required to improve the productivity and efficiency of this 
important operation, which forms the core of activities in many industries [4, 5]. 
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For example, the heat exchangers of nuclear energy centrals require up to 16,000 
holes in a single exchanger for assembly with refrigeration tubes [6]. Other examples 
include the automotive industry, where the drilling process forms up to 40% of total 
material removed [7], or the aerospace industry where millions of holes are required 
for joining various parts of aircraft fuselage [8]. It is estimated that 750,000 holes are 
required in a single wing of an Airbus A380, with 1.5–3 million holes as the require-
ments for producing a typical commercial aircraft [7]. Furthermore, over a million 
rivets are needed for large ships [9] where drilling is the primary process. Therefore, 
a proper selection of machine tools and equipment, cutting tools and parameters 
is essential in achieving required productivity, dimensional accuracy, and surface 
roughness. This subsequently helps industries achieve success and improve the 
service life of their products.

2. The drilling process

In the drilling process, holes are created when a cylindrical tool rotates against a 
workpiece, where a tool called a drill bit is used as shown in Figure 1 [10, 11]. The 
drilling operation process involves three stages: the start and centering stage, the 
full drilling stage and the breakthrough stage [12]. In the first stage, the exact posi-
tion of the hole is required, whereas the second stage leads to the full engagement of 
the drill bit, whilst the last stage includes passing the drill through the underside of 
the workpiece, where the operation stops [13].

A hole in the drilling process can be created in many forms, including blind and 
through holes, as shown in Figure 2. Blind holes are drilled to a certain depth whilst 
through-holes refer to the condition when the drill bit passes through the material 
and exits the workpiece on the other side [13].

Generally, a depth to diameter ratio of 5:1 or greater is commonly performed by 
twist drills, where this ratio may be doubled when using high-performance twist 
drills equipped with through-tool coolant systems. This ratio can be increased to 
roughly 20:1 when using special deep hole drilling tools equipped with through-tool 
coolant systems. Whilst this chapter focuses on the use of twist drills, it is worth-
noting that a depth to diameter ratio of 100:1 or more is achievable in gun-drilling 
machines with through-tool coolant systems. Unlike conventional drilling opera-
tions, within gun-drilling machines both the cutting tool and workpiece rotate in 
opposite directions and at different rotational speeds, which significantly improves 
the straightness of the deep hole that is generated [14].

Figure 1. 
Standard twist drill nomenclature [11].
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3. Cutting conditions in drilling process

To a large extent, cutting conditions determine the success of any drilling opera-
tion. Basic cutting conditions include cutting speed, feed rate, material removal 
rate, and machining time, as discussed in this section below.

3.1 Spindle speed and cutting speed

The spindle speed is the rotational speed measured in rev/min, calculated using 
a tachometer during the drilling process. The spindle speed is used to compute 
desired cutting speed, defined as the distance travelled by each cutting edge on the 
surface of the workpiece when cutting material. Therefore, cutting speed in a drill-
ing operation is computed by.

 dnv π
=
1000

 (1)

where v  is the cutting speed in m/min, π  = 3.14, d  is the diameter of the 
cutting tool in mm, and n  is the spindle speed in rev/min.

3.2 Feed and feed rate

In a drilling process feed is specified in mm/rev. The feed rate, which is the linear 
travel rate in mm/min, can be adjusted by a convenient system when the feed is 
multiplied by the spindle speed. Hence, feed rate can be found as.

 rf fn=  (2)

where rf  is the feed rate in mm/min, f  is the feed in mm/rev, and n  is the 
spindle speed in rev/min.

3.3 Material removal rate

The material removal rate can be considered as an index for the determination 
of the efficiency of a machining process. In a drilling process, material removal is 
obtained by [15].

Figure 2. 
Drilling process: (a) blind holes (b) through holes [10].
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 rr rM d fπ =  
 

2

4
 (3)

where rrM  is the material removal rate in mm3, d  is the diameter of the drill in 
mm, and rf  is the feed rate in mm/min.

3.4 Drilling time

Drilling time is the time a tool is engaged from the beginning of chip produc-
tion to the end for uninterrupted machining. Any pause during this process, either 
planned or unplanned, is not included in this time. The drilling time in minutes for 
through holes can be determined by [15].

 m
r

LT
f

=  (4)

where Tm is drilling time in minutes, L  is the distance travelled by the cutting 
tool in mm, and rf  is the feed rate in mm/min.

It should be noted that the drill bit should travel the distance L (see Figure 2), 
which consists of the desired depth of the hole plus an allowance for the tool point 
angle, A, given by.

 dA θ = − 
 

tan 90
2 2

 (5)

where A  is the allowance in mm, d  is the diameter of the drill in mm, and θ  is 
the tool point angle in degrees.

4. Aluminium alloys

Aluminium and its alloys are very attractive to many manufacturing indus-
tries due to its unique combinations of properties with outstanding engineering 
applications across various industries [16, 17]. Aluminium has low density, rea-
sonably high strength, high ductility, high thermal and electrical conductivities, 
good oxidation and corrosion resistance, easy to manufacture and has a relatively 
low cost [18].

The high strength-to-weight ratio of aluminium alloys makes them suitable for 
wide use in marine, automotive and aerospace industries [19]. The various grades 
of aluminium alloys used in the aviation industry can be found in reference [5]. 
Aluminium and its alloys are also used in home appliances, construction industries, 
electrical, electronic, packaging industries, etc. [16, 19].

Aluminium alloys are divided into workable alloys and cast alloys. Alloys of 
aluminium that undergo hot or cold mechanical working processes are termed as 
workable alloys, while those whose shape is obtained by the casting process are 
known as cast alloys [19].

Aluminium alloys are generally considered more machinable than ferrous alloys; 
however, their ductile nature results in high machining forces, poor surface rough-
ness and difficult control of chips, whereas those with hard particles can cause high 
tool wear [19].
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5. Multi-spindle drilling for productivity improvement

Multi-spindle drilling is used in manufacturing industries to improve produc-
tivity as they can drill many holes simultaneously, which reduces machining time 
significantly. The multi-spindle or poly-drill head gives high center-to-center 
accuracy and in many instances eliminates the need for the use of drilling jigs, 
and this further decreases drilling time and cost. Therefore, in today’s competitive 
market, it is essential to produce a large number of products at the right time with 
high quality and at minimum cost, where the use of a multi-spindle drill head is one 
way to fulfil this goal. A multi-spindle drill head can simultaneously drill from two 
to ten or more holes on the same plane [20]. The multi-spindle drill head produces 
a number of holes of similar quality in the most economical way, providing a high 
level of automation with a small investment [21].

Multi-spindle drilling technology is used to increase productivity whilst reduc-
ing machining time in working conditions where a large number of closely-spaced 
holes need to be drilled. A good example of this is the manufacturing of aircraft 
fuselage and construction of metal bridges, where a large number of riveting holes 
are required. Figure 3 shows a section of the Golden Gate Bridge which has been 
constructed using a large number of rivets. It is estimated that approximately 
600,000 rivets are used in this structure [22].

Multi-spindle or poly-drill heads are mounted on a machine tool to perform 
many operations simultaneously [23]. Multi-spindle drill heads are either fixed 
or flexible. The tool positions in fixed multi-spindle drill heads cannot change. 
Whereas in the flexible type the positions of tools can be adjusted as needed within 
a particular range [24]. Figure 4 shows an adjustable 3-spindle drill head [25]. 
The importance of using this poly drill head instead of using a single drill bit is 
the possibility of producing high quality drilled holes, the elimination of a drilling 
jig for maintaining a high center-to-center tolerance, fewer rejections, reducing 

Figure 3. 
Thousands of rivets are used in the structure of the Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco, United States.
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machining time, increasing profit rate and less operator fatigue [26]. Therefore, 
it is worth noting that the use of multi-spindle drilling is an excellent choice to 
improve productivity and reduce machining time for manufacturing industries 
requiring the production of a large number of holes with stringent tolerances. 
Therefore, the advantages of using the multi-spindle head are listed below [23]:

• The increase in productivity at a higher rate

• The performance of multiple operations in one cycle

• The time for one hole is the time for multiple numbers of holes

• The multi-spindle drilling ensures positional accuracy

• Elimination or reduction of the need for drilling jigs

• Less quality control rejections

• Easy to install and use anywhere

• Easy to operate and low maintenance

• Simple in construction and robust in design

5.1 Cutting mechanisms in the drilling of aluminium

In the machining process, when a tool penetrates inside a metal workpiece, it 
produces an internal shearing action in the metal where the metal becomes severely 
stressed. This causes the metal to be plastically deformed and flow in the form of 
chips when the ultimate shear strength of the metal is exceeded [27]. In the drill-
ing process, the thrust force is the perpendicular force to the workpiece during its 
translational motion while the torque comes from the machine spindle to rotate the 
tool during drilling operation. Other forces in drilling are not important as they are 
small compared to the thrust force [28]. It should be noted that high cutting forces 
affect hole quality and tool life [29]. Forces generated in the drilling of metals are 
uniform where uncut chip thickness is constant [30].

Figure 4. 
An adjustable 3-spindle drill head [25].
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Experimental studies have shown that thrust force generated in multi-spindle 
drilling is higher than that obtained in one-shot single drilling processes of alu-
minum alloy Al5083 [31]. The higher thrust force occurs due to the combination 
of more than one tool operating simultaneously in one go. However, the results of 
experiments have concluded that the average of all the tools’ thrust force per tool in 
multi-spindle drilling was slightly lower than the thrust force resulting from single 
drilling [31]. In addition to thrust force, another important parameter in a drilling 
process is the increase in cutting temperature [32]. A higher cutting temperature 
increases the ductility of the material which results in the formation of long chips, 
which negatively affects the hole quality [33]. A high temperature may also increase 
the chemical interaction between aluminium and the tool coating that is responsible 
for inter-atomic diffusion [34]. The cutting temperature increases due to heat 
generation which is the result of an increase in cutting speed [35].

Further, in machining ductile materials like aluminium, there is a chance of 
producing continuous chips due to the plastic deformation of its ductile nature. 
Other factors that contribute to the formation of continuous chips are high cutting 
speed, sharp cutting edge, etc. Continuous chips are not easy to handle and dispose 
of, where they can get tangled around the tool and pose safety issues to the opera-
tor. Additionally, when a tool face is in contact for a long time, it results in more 
frictional heat and affects machining. Therefore, discontinuous and segmented chips 
produce less friction between the tool and chip; hence, resulting in a better surface 
finish and providing higher operator safety [27].

5.2  Cutting tool and spindle adjustment in multi-spindle drilling of aluminium 
alloys

As mentioned earlier, the best performance in a drilling process is obtained 
when using appropriate cutting tools, where the correct process conditions are 
used to reduce the level of damage as much as possible [27]. The most commonly 
used drill bit is the twist drill, as shown in Figure 1, which represents the industrial 
standard [36]. The important features of the twist drill include the point angle, 
clearance angle, chisel edge angle, drill diameter, web thickness, the rake angle, 
etc. The rake angle in drills is specified as the helix angle [13]. The high point angle 
and large helix angle are recommended for better hole quality and less tool wear 
[37]. The large point angle also contributes to producing thinner chips during the 
machining of aluminium alloys [38]. However, the point angle should be selected 
based on silicon contents in aluminium alloys [39].

Experimental studies performed in references [31, 40] have shown that tools 
used for multi-spindle drilling give less formation of built-up edges as compared to 
the single drilling process of aluminum alloy Al5083 due to differences in chip size 
when uncoated High-Speed Steel (HSS) drills with a point angle of 118° and size 
of 6 mm were used. The experiments were conducted using a conventional milling 
machine for both single drilling and multi-spindle drilling processes, and the same 
drilling parameters and conditions were applied. For the multi-spindle drilling 
process, a SUNHER poly-drill head, as shown in Figure 5, was used.

Multi-spindle drilling experiments were further extended and uncoated HSS 
drills were tested on aluminium alloy Al2024 and compared with uncoated carbide 
drills with a point angle of 140° and a diameter of 6 mm. Apart from aluminum alloy 
Al2024, the 6 mm uncoated carbide drills were also used for multi-spindle drilling 
of aluminium alloys Al5083 and Al6061. In addition, 6 mm uncoated carbide drills 
were used to compare different center-to-center tool distances of the spindle in the 
multi-spindle drilling process. Further, a comparison of 6 mm and 10 mm uncoated 
carbide drills with the same point angle of 140° were also made [41, 42].
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In general, the uncoated carbide drill has been recommended in multi-spindle 
drilling of aluminium as compared to the uncoated HSS drills due to the high 
built-up edge formation because of its moderate strength, as shown in Figure 6. The 
drill diameter did not show any significant changes in affecting the hole quality; 
however, the larger drill size covered a larger cross-sectional area that resulted in 
a higher thrust force and producing larger chips. Therefore, for the smaller drill 
size, an easier chip breaking and evacuation was resulted. Furthermore, the larger 
point angle of 140° - compared to 118° - provided a better hole quality but did not 
contribute to changing the size or shape of the chips.

The tool conditions from Figure 6 also shows that when drilling aluminium 
alloy Al5083, a large built-up edge was formed, which was expected due to low 
silicon contents, where this is in agreement with research conducted by Akyüz [43] 
in which alloys with low silicon contents produce a high built-up edge. Additionally, 
the low hardness value of the material used in this operation might be another cause 
of high formation of the built-up edge because alloys with low hardness values have 
a high tendency towards the formation of built-up edges [44].

Multi-spindle drilling is useful in its easy adjustment of tools. Depending on 
the type and use, the tools of a multi-spindle head can be adjusted to any position 
without affecting the results, which not only increases productivity at a high rate but 
also produces high-quality holes. This is performed at the same time, whereas only a 
single hole is produced in one-shot single drilling process without a compromise on 
the hole quality.

5.3 Quality assessment of drilled holes in multi-spindle drilling of aluminium

In any drilling process, it is important to ensure that damage-free and precise 
holes are produced to avoid rejection of parts [45]. For example, poor hole qual-
ity has been observed in 60% of aircraft components [5], which is of course a 

Figure 5. 
The 3-spindle Suhner multi-spindle drill head mounted on conventional milling machine (Courtesy: Edith 
Cowan University, Australia).
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Figure 6. 
Tool conditions after performing the drilling operation on different types of aluminium alloys using the multi-
spindle drill head.
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challenging problem. Hence, there is a need to control the number of rejected parts 
by overcoming problems related to the drilling process, especially the quality of 
drilled-holes [45]. A poor quality hole can create regions of concentrated stress that 
increase the chances of formation of fatigue cracks, which reduces the reliability 
of products [46]. Desirable hole quality in drilling operations can be achieved by 
proper selection of drilling process parameters, appropriate cutting tools, and 
machine setup [47].

In the experimental study by Aamir et al. [31], a single drilling process was 
compared with multi-spindle simultaneous drilling of aluminium alloy Al5083 
using uncoated HSS tools. The drill diameter was 6 mm and the point angle was 
118°. All drilling experiments were conducted using the same cutting parameters 
and in a dry environment. The hole quality produced by multi-spindle drilling was 
better than those obtained in a single-spindle drilling process. The holes drilled by 
the multi-spindle head had a lower surface roughness and fewer burrs around the 
holes. This was expected due to differences in chip formation.

Hole quality in a drilling process is also affected by the chemical composition 
and mechanical properties of aluminium alloys. An experimental study in multi-
spindle drilling of aluminium alloys Al5083, Al6061, and Al2024 by Aamir et al. 
[42] concluded that regardless of drilling parameters, low surface roughness was 
obtained in aluminium alloy Al6061 due to its high silicon content. Literature has 
shown that alloys with high silicon content result in low surface roughness irre-
spective of drilling parameters [43, 48]. Furthermore, the reason for high surface 
roughness of aluminium alloy Al5083 might be due to the poor machinability and 
low hardness [44].

Aamir et al. [42] observed that less burrs formed around the hole edges of 
aluminium alloy Al2024 due to its good machinability compared with the alu-
minium alloys Al6061 and Al5083. Further, the less ductile nature of aluminium 
alloy Al6061 - in comparison with aluminium alloy Al5083 - resulted in the low 
formation of burrs. Hence, high ductility and poor machinability properties led to 
the formation of more burrs in aluminium alloy Al5083 [49]. Additionally, uncoated 
HSS drills produced low-quality holes by giving high surface roughness and more 
formation of burrs around the edges of holes due to the high built-up edges because 
of its moderate strength. Moreover, a larger point angle of 140° - compared to 118°- 
and a smaller diameter of 6 mm - in comparison to a drill size of 10 mm – have been 
recommended for multi-hole simultaneous drilling of aluminium alloys. However, 
the drill diameter did not show any significant effect on hole quality including the 
surface roughness and burrs [41]. Figure 7 shows the quality of holes in terms of 
burr formation in multi-spindle drilling of aluminium alloys.

Regardless of drilling parameters, the workpiece materials and different tools, 
the surface roughness increases with increasing the cutting speed and feed rate. The 
likely reasons for high surface roughness at high cutting speeds might include the 
increase in workpiece deformation due to rise in temperature and the chances of 
high vibrations exerted by the tools [7, 47]. The high cutting speed and feed rate are 
responsible for the formation of burrs that reduces the hole quality. However, the 
high impact is due to the feed rate because stable, jerk-free and slow insertions of 
drills are possible with low feed rates which form thin chips; hence, the hole quality 
is less affected [50]. Further, according to Costa et al. [51], any factor that causes 
the generation of high thrust force results in more formation of burrs, and the high 
feed rate increases thrust force. Additionally, due to less formation of burrs, the tool 
entry side of the holes was found to be better than those on the tool exit side. This is 
likely due to the different mechanism of burr formation at the entry and exit sides 
of the holes. According to Zhu et al. [52], the tearing occurs as a bending action 
followed by clean shearing or lateral extrusion causing entrance burrs while exit 
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burrs formed as a result of plastic deformation of the materials. Besides this, low 
temperature and thrust force are the reasons for small burrs on the entry side of the 
hole which can be removed by chamfering [53].

6. Conclusions

Many industries, such as automotive and aerospace, produce millions of holes 
per day where productivity, quality, and precision of drilled holes plays a vital role 
in their success. Multi-spindle drilling is capable of producing more drilled-holes 
with higher rates, which makes it advantageous in high-volume production with 
uniform qualities, simultaneous machining, and most importantly reducing the 
drilling time which is one of the important factors in achieving greater productivity. 

Figure 7. 
Hole quality in terms of burr formation in multi-spindle drilling of aluminium alloys using the multi-
spindle head.
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Therefore, the production of a large number of closely-spaced holes simultaneously 
by using a poly-drill or multi-spindle drill head results in achieving higher pro-
ductivity and quality. This approach not only enhances the competitiveness of the 
process but also results in cost reduction and uniformity of generated holes.

Further, it can be concluded that hole quality is affected by drilling parameters 
and properties of the workpiece. Alloys of aluminium with high silicon contents 
show lower values of surface roughness while those with low hardness and poor 
machinability provide poor hole quality. The experiments also show that uncoated 
carbide tools are more suitable compared to uncoated HSS for producing high-qual-
ity holes, resulting in the formation of less built-up edges when drilling aluminium 
alloys. Moreover, the aluminium alloy Al2024 produced better results in terms of 
hole quality due to its good machinability compared with aluminum alloys Al6061 
and Al5083.
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Chapter 3

Innovative Double Cathode
Configuration for Hybrid
ECM + EDM Blue Arc Drilling
Jesus M. Orona-Hinojos

Abstract

Electrical discharge machining is a machining method generally used for
machining hard metals, those that would be high cost or have poor performance to
machine with other techniques using, e.g., lathes, drills, or conventional machining.
Therefore, also known as thermal processes like EDM, Plasma or Laser cutting can
be used in drilling operations with poor metallurgical quality on cutting edge and
will be necessary complement with other processes such as electrochemical
machining (ECM). Both ECM and EDM processes use electrical current under
direct-current (DC) voltage to electrically power the material removal rate (MRR)
from the workpiece. However in ECM, an electrically conductive liquid or electro-
lyte is circulated between the electrode(s) and the workpiece for permitting elec-
trochemical dissolution of the workpiece material. While the EDM process, a
nonconductive liquid or dielectric is circulated between the cathode and workpiece
to permit electrical discharges in the gap there between for removing the workpiece
material. Both are principle too different, EC using an electrical conductive and ED
using a dielectric medium. But exist a way that can to do a combination of Pulsed
EC + ED Simultaneous and allowing the coexist both process, in a semidielectric
medium, where both condition exist in the same time, therefore in this hybrid is
possible create a tooling device dual cathode for drilling process with promissory
advantages fast hole for this innovative hybrid ECDM Simultaneous, this hybrid it’s
knew as blue arc drilling technology.

Keywords: Drilling, EDM and ECM process, Double Cathode, Hybrid ECDM

1. Introduction

Is known that ECM and EDM are machining processes that each one has reached
a maximum in the material removal rate (MMR), mainly due to conditions of
electrochemical and physical equilibrium respectively. These processes defined as
electrical discharge machining (EDM) and electrochemical machining (ECM) have
high adaptability to make some variants of assisted hybrid systems that allow the
acceleration of mass transport to improve considerably the metal removal rate
measured in mm3/min. Then those processes present important advantages when
combined with other variants such as the use of abrasive materials (G), ultrasound
(US), laser projection (LB), and hydrodynamic magnetic force (HMF) that scien-
tific community has reported in the last decades, then the integration is a possible
challenge for engineers and technologists today.
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The evidence on the growth of these removal speeds regain the interest of the
industrial sector, being the advanced hybrid machining processes (HMP) like to
EDCM technology that allows them will be competitive on some parameters versus
Laser or Plasma thermal cutting with high material removal rate, but with a severe
heat-affected zone (HAZ), between 1000 to 1600 μm.While in non-contact cutting
processes EDM and ECM the HAZ is minimized below 40 μm. However, in terms of
material removed, the ECM has speeds of the order of 100 to 250 mm3/min,
depending on the work material and current density among other parameters. EDM
process, the removal speed is between 300 to 600 mm3/min, depending on the
discharge power and duty cycle [1].

Variants to the recently published non-contact machining processes [2, 3] open
up new lines of innovation in the use of hybrid high-speed EDM technology in
drilling and grinding for: (i) Multi-manufacturing of complex precision 3D with
additive-laser. (ii) Manufacture of alloys high strength with friction-free finishes
(Ra < 400 nm). An EDM electro-discharge erosion process, also known as Blasting
BEAM (Blasting Erosion Arc Machining) [4] is reported, with MRR of the order of
11,000 mm3/min in Inconel 1718, obtained experimentally.

General Electric Inc. in 2011 showed evidence of technological development of
machining for high-speed blades with hybrid EDM in low thermal impact named
Blue Arc Machining a device with registration US2010/0126877 A1. GE’s laboratory
in China achieves MRR in the order of 3,500 to 5,000 mm3/min.

On the other hand, leading global companies in thermal cutting processes such
as TRUMPF Inc. unveiled in 2011, a hybrid Laser/EDM Drilling Cell, with removal
capacities of 30,000 to 35,000 mm3/min, depending on the type of part to be
manufactured “light-alloy”, “medium-alloy” or “duty-alloy” component patent
registration EP1988/0299143 A1 [5]. In other words, conventional laser and plasma
thermal processes are also reaching their removal speed limit and are evolving into
special hybrids.

A couple of decades ago, advanced materials and cutting precision were
intended for components of the aerospace and aeronautical sector, which for safety
were manufactured piece by the piece it’s known as “aircraft-components”, and the
manufacturing precision allowed by electro-machining ECM and electrical dis-
charge EDM, presented a good solution, because an aircraft is currently assembled
between 2 to 8 months, depending on the size and the commercial nature, that
means, assembly of 300 to 1000 Aircrafts per year. While the global automotive
sector manufactures 80 a million vehicles per year, according to 2018 records
referred to in OICA International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers [6].
This is where new high-performance materials challenge manufacturing processes
as “cutting, forming-stamping, bonding and machining” play an important role.
Consequently, manufacturing engineers are challenged to find viable highly inno-
vative solutions.

The simultaneous hybrid ED + EC technologies not exist yet commercially for
industrial use, being in development the machining by electrical discharge assisted
with simultaneous electrochemical pulses ED + PEC or named Pulsed ECDM, the
first of thermal nature of plasma-ionic type and the second electro ionic of chemical
nature; is possible will be offered in this decade by the original equipment
manufacturing houses (OEMs), for industrial applications.

A recent study called “Special Machine Tool Market by Research” [7], reveals
that approximately 78,000 units were sold of special machine tools for the
manufacturing of the cell-laser type, plasma cutting machines, EDM cutting
machines, cutting machines ECM, Water-Jet Cutting machines, and CMM (Coor-
dinate Measuring Machines), for a world market size with revenues of 9.6 billion
dollars. Of which 22% of these units are made up of laser/plasma cutting, 45% are
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from the EDM process, 6.5% from units sold in ECM, and just over 15% for “Water-
Jet” cutting technologies, and 11.5% remaining in coordinate measurement
machines (CMM). Laser/plasma cutting tools and EDM are the processes of greater
demand; it is a market that has not yet reached maturity with a growth of 7.8% per
annum CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate).

To improve the application of the cutting process by electro-discharge EDM, it
has been proposed to assist it with PEC pulsed electrochemistry, this class of pro-
cesses is known as hybrid ECDM (Electrochemical discharge machining) or ECSM
(Electro-chemical spark machining) as reported [8]. There are two categories of
hybrid machining processes (HMP) as shown in Figure 1. Relationships of binary
and ternary hybrids are based on their physical nature to carry energy (mechanical,
chemical, and thermal). The first category of HMP’s is that all its constituent
processes are directly involved in the removal of material. The second category of
assisted HMP’s is made up of processes in which the only one of the constituent
processes directly remove the material, while the others are only assisting the
removal process, changing the machining conditions in an appropriate direction,
improving the machining conditions. Some processes such as plastic flow, mechan-
ical abrasion, heating, melting, evaporation, dissolution, manage to change the
physicochemical conditions of the material of the workpiece during a machining
process [9].

The application characteristics of hybrid processes are considerably different
from the corresponding characteristics of the “constituent” processes when these
are applied separately. For example, it is established that the productivity of ECM
electrochemical machining, when assisted with EDM electric discharge, is 10 to 50
times higher [10, 11].

2. Hybrid simultaneous ED/PEC drilling using double cathode

The pulsed electrochemical machining (PECM) on a simultaneous pulsed train
of discharge plasma EDM, on the surface of a workpiece is named simultaneous
ED + PEC drilling. Combination electro discharge and chemical machining in low-
resistivity deionized water, has been investigated in the last decade to obtain a high
material removal rate (MRR) and transfer energy to the workpiece [12].

Figure 1.
Advanced Hybrid Machining Processes (HMP) El -Hofy [1].
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2.1 Configuration double cathode for hybrid S-ED/PEC drilling

The configuration of a hybrid S-ED/PEC process in a semi-dielectric medium
comes from a base EDM system, as a scheme is shown in Figure 2. The EDM
equipment was complemented with two feed inputs: (i) dielectric deionized water
(DW) and (ii) low resistivity deionized water (LR-DW), thus causing simultaneous
EDM and ECM operating conditions in different regions of a Dual Cathode system.
For EDM it is possible to use a graphite electrode in the form of an external head
(first cathode), and for ECM an electrode composed of a set of 12 pins mounted on a
bronze ring inside the graphite head, the external electrode presents an arrange-
ment of channels that allows movement of the semi-electrical fluid and ionic trans-
fer, these electrodes are arranged in such a way that they connect with an arrow that
allows a rotation between 1200 to 1600 rpm, the head is electrically isolated and
both samples have electrical continuity fed by a VDC source external pulsed.

In this configuration, a fluid can be fed in two ways. The EDM case feeds: a
central inlet deionized water flow V1, through the system of cathodes arranged in a
shape concentric with the head of the system. The head speed parameter Vz in the
“z” axis constant at 0.5 � 0.05 μm/s, up to a penetration height of 3 mm (H). On the
other hand, stop the S-ED/PEC process, the equipment is configured using an ii)
external input flow to the electrode with deionized water of low resistivity LR-DW
and it is switched with the second flow V2 to the interior changing the deionized
water DW by low resistivity water 0.5 MΩcm LR-DW. Sodium bromide salt (NaBr)
in 1.23 ppm TDS was used to adjust the resistivity to 0.5 to 2.5 � 0.01 MΩcm. NaBr
has the ability to solvate ions and, therefore, show a constant electrical conductivity
behavior for high temperatures reported by [13].

2.2 Theoretical model S-ED/PEC

The main characteristic of the proposed S-ED/ PEC (Simultaneous Electro Dis-
charge/Pulsed Electrochemical), allows a significant increase in the efficiency of
MRR, and a significant reduction in surface roughness, thus providing a better
surface finish. It is well known that the EDM process contributes significantly to
MRR, as it produces deep layer of heat affected zone (HAZ). While that the main
contribution of ECM process as consequence of combining, is the removal HAZ
layers allowed roughness less than 2.5 μm (Ra), as reported Levy GN and Maggi F
(1990) [14].

Figure 2.
Experimental scheme of (a) EDM River 300 Cell - Instrumented, (b) ED / PEC open circuit voltage pulsed
signal [15].
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They conducted a study on W-EDM for the machining of high-quality heat-
treated alloy steels. They reported that the HAZ and the solidified layer reach 25 μm.
Meanwhile, heat-affected zone with a white layer of approximately 10 μmwith high
hardness are reported [15]. On the other hand, the novel material removal process
of high efficiency by blast erosion arc machining (BEAM), has an extremely higher
material removal rate in relation to traditional EDM. However, the thickness of the
HAZ caused by BEAM is close to 200 μm. Although it is known that the depth of the
HAZ and the re-solidified layer is proportional to the amount of energy used.

Machining by S-ED /PEC, under dielectric conditions of low resistivity results in a
phenomenon of physic-chemical activation, on the surface of the material that allows
an exchange of advantages of the constituent that substantially improve the removal of
material at high speeds with minimal thermal impact. Although, the contributions of
the ED and PEC processes are not fully explained in the literature. In this research
work, a mathematical model for ED/EC simultaneous drilling is proposed to determine
the removal rate and the proportion of energy transferred to the workpiece under a
new theoretical model, as well as to minimize the white layer effect to determine the
contribution of each process in drilling holes in a High Strength Steels (HSS).

The combination of two phenomena, known as: (i) electro-thermal discharge
and, (ii) electro-ionic dissolution, in simultaneous ED/PEC, increases the speed of
material removal through chemical and physical activation of the metal surface, due
to the exchange of advantages. A conceptual scheme of the removal mechanism for
drilling by EDM and comparatively by S-ED/PEC is presented in Figures 3 and 4.
The initial surface condition for ti¼0 ¼ 0, the volume elimination is VR = 0, as
presented in Figure 3(a) for ED. After the first discharge condition tiþ1 ¼ ton,ED the
volume VR1 ¼ VRs (elimination of volume by sparks), as indicated in Figure 3(b).
It is known that for every spark produced for EDM, this generate high roughness. In
Figures 3(c) and (d), the second discharge condition is tiþ2 ¼ 2ton,ED, and the
second volume is defined as: VR2 ¼ φVRs, where the fraction φ <1, VR2 <VR1 and
the volume release is not equal to the first download.

On the other hand, the simultaneous ED / PEC drilling for the ED condition
reveals that the surface initially for ti¼0 ¼ 0, and VR = 0, as shown in Figure 4(a).
After the first discharge for the first time stage Δton,ED, the volume removal is
VRs1 ¼ VRs as Figure 4(b). In the second stage tiþ2 ¼ Δton,EC there is a change in the
elimination of EC by dissolution of the Fe + 2 ion, then the volume VR2 ¼ VRd as
Figure 4(c) and (d), with a lower surface roughness. Then, the value of the volume
fraction is finally φ = 1, and therefore VRs2 ¼ VRs1, for each S-ED/PEC cycle. Follow-
ing the EC condition, the surface shows better behavior due to the amount of material
removed by the electric discharge process. This lower degree of roughness is pro-
duced by ion exchange during the electrochemical dissolution stage of the workpiece.

Figure 3.
Diagram for EDM removal mechanism. (a) Initial discharge, (b) EDM first cycle VRs1, (c) EDM second cycle
and (d) Surface removal VRs2 ¼ VRs1 for φ <1 [16].
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2.1 Configuration double cathode for hybrid S-ED/PEC drilling

The configuration of a hybrid S-ED/PEC process in a semi-dielectric medium
comes from a base EDM system, as a scheme is shown in Figure 2. The EDM
equipment was complemented with two feed inputs: (i) dielectric deionized water
(DW) and (ii) low resistivity deionized water (LR-DW), thus causing simultaneous
EDM and ECM operating conditions in different regions of a Dual Cathode system.
For EDM it is possible to use a graphite electrode in the form of an external head
(first cathode), and for ECM an electrode composed of a set of 12 pins mounted on a
bronze ring inside the graphite head, the external electrode presents an arrange-
ment of channels that allows movement of the semi-electrical fluid and ionic trans-
fer, these electrodes are arranged in such a way that they connect with an arrow that
allows a rotation between 1200 to 1600 rpm, the head is electrically isolated and
both samples have electrical continuity fed by a VDC source external pulsed.

In this configuration, a fluid can be fed in two ways. The EDM case feeds: a
central inlet deionized water flow V1, through the system of cathodes arranged in a
shape concentric with the head of the system. The head speed parameter Vz in the
“z” axis constant at 0.5 � 0.05 μm/s, up to a penetration height of 3 mm (H). On the
other hand, stop the S-ED/PEC process, the equipment is configured using an ii)
external input flow to the electrode with deionized water of low resistivity LR-DW
and it is switched with the second flow V2 to the interior changing the deionized
water DW by low resistivity water 0.5 MΩcm LR-DW. Sodium bromide salt (NaBr)
in 1.23 ppm TDS was used to adjust the resistivity to 0.5 to 2.5 � 0.01 MΩcm. NaBr
has the ability to solvate ions and, therefore, show a constant electrical conductivity
behavior for high temperatures reported by [13].

2.2 Theoretical model S-ED/PEC

The main characteristic of the proposed S-ED/ PEC (Simultaneous Electro Dis-
charge/Pulsed Electrochemical), allows a significant increase in the efficiency of
MRR, and a significant reduction in surface roughness, thus providing a better
surface finish. It is well known that the EDM process contributes significantly to
MRR, as it produces deep layer of heat affected zone (HAZ). While that the main
contribution of ECM process as consequence of combining, is the removal HAZ
layers allowed roughness less than 2.5 μm (Ra), as reported Levy GN and Maggi F
(1990) [14].

Figure 2.
Experimental scheme of (a) EDM River 300 Cell - Instrumented, (b) ED / PEC open circuit voltage pulsed
signal [15].
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They conducted a study on W-EDM for the machining of high-quality heat-
treated alloy steels. They reported that the HAZ and the solidified layer reach 25 μm.
Meanwhile, heat-affected zone with a white layer of approximately 10 μmwith high
hardness are reported [15]. On the other hand, the novel material removal process
of high efficiency by blast erosion arc machining (BEAM), has an extremely higher
material removal rate in relation to traditional EDM. However, the thickness of the
HAZ caused by BEAM is close to 200 μm. Although it is known that the depth of the
HAZ and the re-solidified layer is proportional to the amount of energy used.

Machining by S-ED /PEC, under dielectric conditions of low resistivity results in a
phenomenon of physic-chemical activation, on the surface of the material that allows
an exchange of advantages of the constituent that substantially improve the removal of
material at high speeds with minimal thermal impact. Although, the contributions of
the ED and PEC processes are not fully explained in the literature. In this research
work, a mathematical model for ED/EC simultaneous drilling is proposed to determine
the removal rate and the proportion of energy transferred to the workpiece under a
new theoretical model, as well as to minimize the white layer effect to determine the
contribution of each process in drilling holes in a High Strength Steels (HSS).

The combination of two phenomena, known as: (i) electro-thermal discharge
and, (ii) electro-ionic dissolution, in simultaneous ED/PEC, increases the speed of
material removal through chemical and physical activation of the metal surface, due
to the exchange of advantages. A conceptual scheme of the removal mechanism for
drilling by EDM and comparatively by S-ED/PEC is presented in Figures 3 and 4.
The initial surface condition for ti¼0 ¼ 0, the volume elimination is VR = 0, as
presented in Figure 3(a) for ED. After the first discharge condition tiþ1 ¼ ton,ED the
volume VR1 ¼ VRs (elimination of volume by sparks), as indicated in Figure 3(b).
It is known that for every spark produced for EDM, this generate high roughness. In
Figures 3(c) and (d), the second discharge condition is tiþ2 ¼ 2ton,ED, and the
second volume is defined as: VR2 ¼ φVRs, where the fraction φ <1, VR2 <VR1 and
the volume release is not equal to the first download.

On the other hand, the simultaneous ED / PEC drilling for the ED condition
reveals that the surface initially for ti¼0 ¼ 0, and VR = 0, as shown in Figure 4(a).
After the first discharge for the first time stage Δton,ED, the volume removal is
VRs1 ¼ VRs as Figure 4(b). In the second stage tiþ2 ¼ Δton,EC there is a change in the
elimination of EC by dissolution of the Fe + 2 ion, then the volume VR2 ¼ VRd as
Figure 4(c) and (d), with a lower surface roughness. Then, the value of the volume
fraction is finally φ = 1, and therefore VRs2 ¼ VRs1, for each S-ED/PEC cycle. Follow-
ing the EC condition, the surface shows better behavior due to the amount of material
removed by the electric discharge process. This lower degree of roughness is pro-
duced by ion exchange during the electrochemical dissolution stage of the workpiece.

Figure 3.
Diagram for EDM removal mechanism. (a) Initial discharge, (b) EDM first cycle VRs1, (c) EDM second cycle
and (d) Surface removal VRs2 ¼ VRs1 for φ <1 [16].
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2.3 Mathematical model of simultaneous ED/PEC assistance

Figure 5 shows the tool-workpiece scheme for the S-ED/PEC hybrid. There are
irregular layers in the order of micro thicknesses located in the active region, due to
the electric discharge of the EDM, as seen in Figure 5(a). There are three main
layers on the zo surface after discharge. These include (i) melt layer, (ii) the white
layer is a remelting layer, and (iii) the heat affected zone.

Figure 5(b) shows the second mechanism of material removal, which involves
the release of atomic layers, which is due to the electro-ionic dissolution process of
the ECM. Therefore, the material removal rate per unit area MRRp mm3 �m�2 � s�1½ �
per unit time t [s] is proportional to the cycle energy function E tð Þ J � cycle�1� �

,
which is required for machining. As a result, the machinability constant
Km mm3 �m�2 � J�1� �

of this system is obtained the Eq. (1), as was written in the
research theoretical model S-ED/PEC [16].

MRRp ∗ t ¼ Km ∗E tð Þ (1)

Eq. (2) is used to calculate MRRhyb of low resistivity S-ED/PEC drilling in
deionized water (LR-DW), where the pulsed duration takes two relevant condi-
tions, namely (i) Δton,ED for the ED condition and (ii) Δton,EC for the EC condition.
Therefore, ton ¼ Δton,ED þ Δton,EC is set by the simultaneous condition.

MRRhybtc ¼ MRRp
s Δton,ED þMRRp

dΔton,EC
� �

AT (2)

Figure 4.
S-ED/PEC drilling (a) initial discharge ED, (b) removal cycle VRs for ED, (c) volume VRdof the removed
cycle for EC, and (d) S-ED/PEC total cycle volume VRhyb ¼ VRs þ VRd for φ = 1 [16].

Figure 5.
Tool-workpiece scheme for S-ED/PEC drilling under two divided pulse conditions as (a) Δton1 for ED and
(b) Δton2 for EC [16].
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Substituting the respective expressions of Eq. (1), in Eq. (2), the resulting
volume of material extracted during S-ED/PEC drilling could be calculated by
means of Eq. (3), where MRRhyb is the velocity volume elimination MRRhyb, and Ks,
Kd are the machinability constants of the ED and EC subsystems, respectively.

MRRhyb ¼ 1
tc
Ks ∗Es tð Þ

� �
þ 1

tc
Kd ∗Ed tð Þ

� �� �
AT (3)

For which, AT (mm2) is the cross-sectional area of the tubular electrode and is
represented by Eq. (4).

AT ¼ 2π ∗Rm ∗ δ (4)

Considering Rm (μm) as the average radius of the tool and δ (μm) is the thick-
ness of the tool.

The amount of energy for each subsystem, Es tð Þ and Ed tð Þ, for a hybrid S-ED/
PEC condition is represented by the terms of Eq. (3), which can be solved using an
experimental pulsed electrical signal. It is known that the expression Es tð Þ for EDM
can be defined by Eq. (5).

Es ¼
ðton
0

Ie ∗Vs dt (5)

Where:

Ie ¼ f e ∗ Ip (6)

While Ed tð Þ for ECM it is possible to represent it by Eq. (7) [16].

Ed ¼
ðton
0

Va ∗ io,Fe ∗ exp ηFe ∗ β
�1

a,Fe
� �

dt (7)

Where Va is the anodic voltage (volts) and IF is the Faraday current (A) that can
be determined using TAFEL Eq. (8).

IF ¼ io,Fe ∗ e ∝ zf
RTð Þ ∗ ηFedt (8)

io,Fe is the ion-exchange current (A) and ηFe ¼ ϕa,Fe � ϕ0� �
is the overpotential

(volts) where ϕa,Fe is the anodic potential and ϕ0 is the equilibrium potential of the
redox reaction with a value of �510 mV for Fe ➔ Fe+2 + 2e.

Was considered the argument βa,Fe ¼ RT
αzF where βa,Fe (Volts

�1) represent the
TAFEL anodic constant. The value of βa,Fe can be estimated assuming the following
values. A symmetry coefficient of polarization α is equivalent to ½, ideal gas
constant R = 8.314 JK�1 mol�1, Faraday’s constant F =96487 C mol�1, the electron
exchange number z for iron case Fe ➔ Fe+2 + 2e, z = 2, and T is the interphase
temperature assumed Temperature of room. Then, this can be estimated as
β�1 = 31:97 mV as was reported by Winston [17], for a cell S-ED/PEC.

2.4 Simultaneous ED/PEC electro-ionic model

It is possible to determine the fraction contributions of each process for the S-
ED/PEC hybrid, where ψ s (9) is the contribution of the ED fraction and ψd (10) is
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2.3 Mathematical model of simultaneous ED/PEC assistance

Figure 5 shows the tool-workpiece scheme for the S-ED/PEC hybrid. There are
irregular layers in the order of micro thicknesses located in the active region, due to
the electric discharge of the EDM, as seen in Figure 5(a). There are three main
layers on the zo surface after discharge. These include (i) melt layer, (ii) the white
layer is a remelting layer, and (iii) the heat affected zone.

Figure 5(b) shows the second mechanism of material removal, which involves
the release of atomic layers, which is due to the electro-ionic dissolution process of
the ECM. Therefore, the material removal rate per unit area MRRp mm3 �m�2 � s�1½ �
per unit time t [s] is proportional to the cycle energy function E tð Þ J � cycle�1� �

,
which is required for machining. As a result, the machinability constant
Km mm3 �m�2 � J�1� �

of this system is obtained the Eq. (1), as was written in the
research theoretical model S-ED/PEC [16].

MRRp ∗ t ¼ Km ∗E tð Þ (1)

Eq. (2) is used to calculate MRRhyb of low resistivity S-ED/PEC drilling in
deionized water (LR-DW), where the pulsed duration takes two relevant condi-
tions, namely (i) Δton,ED for the ED condition and (ii) Δton,EC for the EC condition.
Therefore, ton ¼ Δton,ED þ Δton,EC is set by the simultaneous condition.

MRRhybtc ¼ MRRp
s Δton,ED þMRRp

dΔton,EC
� �

AT (2)

Figure 4.
S-ED/PEC drilling (a) initial discharge ED, (b) removal cycle VRs for ED, (c) volume VRdof the removed
cycle for EC, and (d) S-ED/PEC total cycle volume VRhyb ¼ VRs þ VRd for φ = 1 [16].

Figure 5.
Tool-workpiece scheme for S-ED/PEC drilling under two divided pulse conditions as (a) Δton1 for ED and
(b) Δton2 for EC [16].
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Substituting the respective expressions of Eq. (1), in Eq. (2), the resulting
volume of material extracted during S-ED/PEC drilling could be calculated by
means of Eq. (3), where MRRhyb is the velocity volume elimination MRRhyb, and Ks,
Kd are the machinability constants of the ED and EC subsystems, respectively.

MRRhyb ¼ 1
tc
Ks ∗Es tð Þ

� �
þ 1

tc
Kd ∗Ed tð Þ

� �� �
AT (3)

For which, AT (mm2) is the cross-sectional area of the tubular electrode and is
represented by Eq. (4).

AT ¼ 2π ∗Rm ∗ δ (4)

Considering Rm (μm) as the average radius of the tool and δ (μm) is the thick-
ness of the tool.

The amount of energy for each subsystem, Es tð Þ and Ed tð Þ, for a hybrid S-ED/
PEC condition is represented by the terms of Eq. (3), which can be solved using an
experimental pulsed electrical signal. It is known that the expression Es tð Þ for EDM
can be defined by Eq. (5).

Es ¼
ðton
0

Ie ∗Vs dt (5)

Where:

Ie ¼ f e ∗ Ip (6)

While Ed tð Þ for ECM it is possible to represent it by Eq. (7) [16].

Ed ¼
ðton
0

Va ∗ io,Fe ∗ exp ηFe ∗ β
�1

a,Fe
� �

dt (7)

Where Va is the anodic voltage (volts) and IF is the Faraday current (A) that can
be determined using TAFEL Eq. (8).

IF ¼ io,Fe ∗ e ∝ zf
RTð Þ ∗ ηFedt (8)

io,Fe is the ion-exchange current (A) and ηFe ¼ ϕa,Fe � ϕ0� �
is the overpotential

(volts) where ϕa,Fe is the anodic potential and ϕ0 is the equilibrium potential of the
redox reaction with a value of �510 mV for Fe ➔ Fe+2 + 2e.

Was considered the argument βa,Fe ¼ RT
αzF where βa,Fe (Volts

�1) represent the
TAFEL anodic constant. The value of βa,Fe can be estimated assuming the following
values. A symmetry coefficient of polarization α is equivalent to ½, ideal gas
constant R = 8.314 JK�1 mol�1, Faraday’s constant F =96487 C mol�1, the electron
exchange number z for iron case Fe ➔ Fe+2 + 2e, z = 2, and T is the interphase
temperature assumed Temperature of room. Then, this can be estimated as
β�1 = 31:97 mV as was reported by Winston [17], for a cell S-ED/PEC.

2.4 Simultaneous ED/PEC electro-ionic model

It is possible to determine the fraction contributions of each process for the S-
ED/PEC hybrid, where ψ s (9) is the contribution of the ED fraction and ψd (10) is
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the contribution of the EC fraction. The hybrid process can be expressed as ψ s+ ψd =
1. Therefore:

ψ s ¼
VRs

VRs þ VRd
¼ KsEs

KsEs þ KdEd
(9)

The expression EC fraction can be written as:

ψd ¼
KdEd

KsEs þ KdEd
(10)

To determine the machinability constant of the simultaneous ED/PEC drilling,
Eqs. (3) and (11) are used and was obtained Khyb, which is defined as Eq. (12):

MRRp ∗ tc ¼ Ks ∗Es þ Kd ∗Ed ¼ Kh ∗ Es þ Edð Þ (11)

Khyb ¼ KsEs þ KdEd

Es þ Ed
(12)

A simplification of Eq. (3) in terms of machinability constants for the hybrid
Khyb, the contribution fraction ψ s of the ED process in Eq. (9) and the final
contribution fraction ψd of the EC process in Eq. (10) results in Eq. (13), and it is
solved by obtaining the experimental constants for the LR-DW condition of the
simultaneous ED /PEC drilling. A resistivity range, in the order of 0.5 to 2.5 MΩcm
is used to obtain the hybrid machinability constant Kh, where the pulsed activation
time of each constituent ED and EC are fractions of the active time condition of the
ED /PEC simultaneous process.

MRRhyb ¼ Kh ∗AT
1
tc
∗
ðton,ED
0

Ie ∗Vð Þdt
� �

þ 1
tc

ðton,EC
0

Va ∗ io ∗ exp ηFe ∗ β�1
a,Fe

� �� �
dt

� �� �

(13)

A methodology was developed that allowed to reproduce the basic processes
ECM, EDM and the hybrid ED/PEC considering the drilling process in the test
materials, HSLA high-strength steel, in thicknesses of 9.5 mm, to compare the speed
of material removal (MRR). Preparation of 32 samples of 9 x 12 x 35 mm of HSS-550
(HSLA). A state of the art search was carried out in the hybrid electro-ionic-based
ECM and electroplasma-based EDM processes, which supports the knowledge base
for the development of the simultaneous hybrid ECM + EDM model.

2.5 Experimental parameters for experimental drilling EDM, ECM and
S-ED/PEC

To validate the proposed model with the observation, measurement and com-
parison of the electro-thermal/electro-ionic effect on the workpiece in High
Strength Steel Low Alloy (HSLA), the microstructure at the cutting front was
evaluated for each condition EDM, ECM, and compared against the simultaneous
hybrid S-ED / PEC. The drilling parameters of each system were established
according to the theoretical framework developed, for the different EDM, ECM and
S-ED / PEC processes in different media as shown in Table 1. Similarly, the param-
eters for the ECM, EDM and S-ED/PEC processes were defined as shown in
Table 2, which were used in the proposed experiment designs for each route
according to the methodology. The parameters were determined based on the
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electrical range Vs, discharge start voltage from 30 to 45 Vdc, and electrochemical
resistivity, 0.1 to 0.5 MΩ � cm, which allows a stable and reproducible ED + EC
hybridization [18].

3. Discussion and results

The profile of the electrical signals for EDM and ED / PEC simultaneous drilling
is presented in Figure 6. In particular, a typical electrical signal for the EDM process
is shown in aqueous medium in deionized water at 2.5 MΩ � cm. Figure 6(a) shows
the results of the energy transferred Es tð Þ during the ED cycle considering the area
under the curve of the relationship Voltage Vs Current. Figure 6(b) reveals the
results of the pulsed electrical signal, which was modified using a resistivity close to
0.5 MΩ � cm in deionized water adjusting the solution with NaBr ions. The result is a
simultaneous ED/PEC behavior where the current wave was monitored with a
decrease in the Faraday current. Where a division of the electrical signal is seen in
two energy regions: in the first section of the current profile, up to where the
current plateau ends, the energy magnitude Es tð Þ is obtained, which is determined
by the process ED; while the current decays exponentially to a value close to the
nominal current Io, it is possible to obtain a second region of energy Ed tð Þ, which
results from the EC process, for each pulse or duty cycle with a duration of 28 μs.

Machining process Medium/electrode Type Magnitude Voltage DC

ECM Electrolyte Acid Solution
[Na2NO3 + H2SO]

�10 Ω.cm Continuous

EDM-OILD OILD Dielectric Oil � 10 MΩ.cm Pulsed

EDM-DW DW Dielectric [H2O] �Deionizade 2.5 MΩ.cm Pulsed

S-ED/PEC Semidielectric (LR-DW) [H2O] + [NaBr] 0.5 a 2.5 MΩ.cm Pulsed

ECM Electrode Tube SS-304 ∅ 2.5 mm
δ 250 μm

Pulsed

S-ED/PEC Electrode Tube Cu-Sn ∅ 500 a 1000 μm
δ 100 a 150 μm

Pulsed

Table 1.
Specification for ECM, EDM and S-ED/PEC machining [16].

Parameters Simbology Values Units Condition

Voltage VS1,VS3 12,30,45 Volts Variable

Gap Voltage VG 45,60 Volts Variable

Current Ic 10, 15, 25 Ampers Variable

Pulsed time ton 12,20,28 μS Variable

Cycle Duty DC 0.3,0.5,0.7 % Variable

Frecuence τ�1 25000 Hz Constante

Resolution Vz 1,5 μm Constante

Cutting Deep H 3.0, 3.5 mm Constante

Table 2.
Parameters for ECM, EDM and S-ED/PEC machining [16].
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the contribution of the EC fraction. The hybrid process can be expressed as ψ s+ ψd =
1. Therefore:

ψ s ¼
VRs

VRs þ VRd
¼ KsEs

KsEs þ KdEd
(9)

The expression EC fraction can be written as:

ψd ¼
KdEd

KsEs þ KdEd
(10)

To determine the machinability constant of the simultaneous ED/PEC drilling,
Eqs. (3) and (11) are used and was obtained Khyb, which is defined as Eq. (12):

MRRp ∗ tc ¼ Ks ∗Es þ Kd ∗Ed ¼ Kh ∗ Es þ Edð Þ (11)

Khyb ¼ KsEs þ KdEd

Es þ Ed
(12)

A simplification of Eq. (3) in terms of machinability constants for the hybrid
Khyb, the contribution fraction ψ s of the ED process in Eq. (9) and the final
contribution fraction ψd of the EC process in Eq. (10) results in Eq. (13), and it is
solved by obtaining the experimental constants for the LR-DW condition of the
simultaneous ED /PEC drilling. A resistivity range, in the order of 0.5 to 2.5 MΩcm
is used to obtain the hybrid machinability constant Kh, where the pulsed activation
time of each constituent ED and EC are fractions of the active time condition of the
ED /PEC simultaneous process.

MRRhyb ¼ Kh ∗AT
1
tc
∗
ðton,ED
0

Ie ∗Vð Þdt
� �

þ 1
tc

ðton,EC
0

Va ∗ io ∗ exp ηFe ∗ β�1
a,Fe

� �� �
dt

� �� �

(13)

A methodology was developed that allowed to reproduce the basic processes
ECM, EDM and the hybrid ED/PEC considering the drilling process in the test
materials, HSLA high-strength steel, in thicknesses of 9.5 mm, to compare the speed
of material removal (MRR). Preparation of 32 samples of 9 x 12 x 35 mm of HSS-550
(HSLA). A state of the art search was carried out in the hybrid electro-ionic-based
ECM and electroplasma-based EDM processes, which supports the knowledge base
for the development of the simultaneous hybrid ECM + EDM model.

2.5 Experimental parameters for experimental drilling EDM, ECM and
S-ED/PEC

To validate the proposed model with the observation, measurement and com-
parison of the electro-thermal/electro-ionic effect on the workpiece in High
Strength Steel Low Alloy (HSLA), the microstructure at the cutting front was
evaluated for each condition EDM, ECM, and compared against the simultaneous
hybrid S-ED / PEC. The drilling parameters of each system were established
according to the theoretical framework developed, for the different EDM, ECM and
S-ED / PEC processes in different media as shown in Table 1. Similarly, the param-
eters for the ECM, EDM and S-ED/PEC processes were defined as shown in
Table 2, which were used in the proposed experiment designs for each route
according to the methodology. The parameters were determined based on the
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electrical range Vs, discharge start voltage from 30 to 45 Vdc, and electrochemical
resistivity, 0.1 to 0.5 MΩ � cm, which allows a stable and reproducible ED + EC
hybridization [18].

3. Discussion and results

The profile of the electrical signals for EDM and ED / PEC simultaneous drilling
is presented in Figure 6. In particular, a typical electrical signal for the EDM process
is shown in aqueous medium in deionized water at 2.5 MΩ � cm. Figure 6(a) shows
the results of the energy transferred Es tð Þ during the ED cycle considering the area
under the curve of the relationship Voltage Vs Current. Figure 6(b) reveals the
results of the pulsed electrical signal, which was modified using a resistivity close to
0.5 MΩ � cm in deionized water adjusting the solution with NaBr ions. The result is a
simultaneous ED/PEC behavior where the current wave was monitored with a
decrease in the Faraday current. Where a division of the electrical signal is seen in
two energy regions: in the first section of the current profile, up to where the
current plateau ends, the energy magnitude Es tð Þ is obtained, which is determined
by the process ED; while the current decays exponentially to a value close to the
nominal current Io, it is possible to obtain a second region of energy Ed tð Þ, which
results from the EC process, for each pulse or duty cycle with a duration of 28 μs.

Machining process Medium/electrode Type Magnitude Voltage DC

ECM Electrolyte Acid Solution
[Na2NO3 + H2SO]

�10 Ω.cm Continuous

EDM-OILD OILD Dielectric Oil � 10 MΩ.cm Pulsed

EDM-DW DW Dielectric [H2O] �Deionizade 2.5 MΩ.cm Pulsed

S-ED/PEC Semidielectric (LR-DW) [H2O] + [NaBr] 0.5 a 2.5 MΩ.cm Pulsed

ECM Electrode Tube SS-304 ∅ 2.5 mm
δ 250 μm

Pulsed

S-ED/PEC Electrode Tube Cu-Sn ∅ 500 a 1000 μm
δ 100 a 150 μm

Pulsed

Table 1.
Specification for ECM, EDM and S-ED/PEC machining [16].

Parameters Simbology Values Units Condition

Voltage VS1,VS3 12,30,45 Volts Variable

Gap Voltage VG 45,60 Volts Variable

Current Ic 10, 15, 25 Ampers Variable

Pulsed time ton 12,20,28 μS Variable

Cycle Duty DC 0.3,0.5,0.7 % Variable

Frecuence τ�1 25000 Hz Constante

Resolution Vz 1,5 μm Constante

Cutting Deep H 3.0, 3.5 mm Constante

Table 2.
Parameters for ECM, EDM and S-ED/PEC machining [16].
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The values of energy transferred and machinability constant shown in Table 3,
for the theoretical model MRRhyb represented by Eq. (13), are determined under two
power conditions, 25A and 15A. Eqs. (5), (7) and (12) obtain the values of the
transferred energy Es, Ed y Ehyb, while the machinability constants Ks, Kd, Kh were
obtained from Eqs. (3) and (12). Eqs. (9) and (10) estimate the energy fraction ψ s for
ED and the energy fraction ψd for EC, which contributes to S-ED/PEC machining.

The response of the theoretical model is shown in the MRR profiles for the ED/
PEC and EDM processes. Figure 7 shows the profiles of the increase in MRR for

Figure 6.
Showed electrical signal performance using a 25 kHz pulsed with DC 70% during (a) EDM and (b) hybrid
ED/PEC [16].

Magnitudes High power (25 A/45 V) Low power (15A/30 V)

Es J � cycle�1� �
1125 450

Ed J � cycle�1� �
45 27

Ehyb J � cycle�1� �
1170 477

Ks mm3 �mm�2 � J�1� �
4.342 x 10�4 5.497 x 10�4

Kd mm3 �mm�2 � J�1� �
1.734 x 10�5 2.180 x 10�5

Kh mm3 �mm�2 � J�1� �
5.070 x 10�4 6.651 x 10�4

ψ s 0.924 0.907

ψd 0.075 0.092

Table 3.
Transferred energy for S-ED/PEC machinability [16].
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EDM, in a response surface methodology (RSM) using Design-Expert® Software
Version 10.0. As the pulse duration increases, the MRR increases as shown Table 4,
a trend similar to that reported by Shabgard and Akhbari [19]. They report the
effect of discharge current and pulse duration for EDM and ECDM, respectively. In
this analysis, it was observed that when the current decays, it is necessary to
increase the pulse duration, to maintain a constant MRR profile.

The resistivity analysis for MRR during ED /PEC is shown in Figure 8, with a
LR-DW NaBr medium, in the range of 0.5 to 2.5 MΩm at 15A. Figure 8(a), the
response surface analysis shows the duration of the pulse versus the resistivity of
the electrolyte. The MRR exhibits a slight increase in low resistivity near the
0.5 MΩ.cm condition at 12 μs. When the resistivity exceeds 1.5 MΩ.cm, the system
works in the EDM condition, there is a transition point from the EC to ED condi-
tion. This is observed in Figure 8(b), the response in the removal of MRR material
as a function of the Voltage for different levels of resistivity of the medium, a low
voltage region of the MRR profile is appreciated at 8 mm3/min, where it reveals an
inflection point, where the resistivity is greater than 2.0 MΩcm. This finding is
consistent about the ED/EC transition that exists in the low resistivity medium for
EC was reported by NGuyen et al. [20]. Under conditions similar to ECM where the
system operates under low current and voltage conditions.

Figure 7.
Response surface analysis for material removal rate MRR during EDM at 2.5 MΩcm/45 V [16].

Parameters EDM ECM S-ED/PEC

MRRv (mm3/min) 20 a 22 2.8 a 3.4 23–28

Over cutting (%) <30 40 a 120 <36

White layer (μm) 3.0 a 6.5 0 0.5 a1.5

HAZ (μm) 10 a 20 0 <6.25

Hardening HV 320 a 380 MB <300

Quality Poor(microfails) Excellent Good

Table 4.
Comparison of EDM cutting processes ECM and S-ED/PEC for HSS Domex 550C [16].
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Figure 8(b) presents the results of the simultaneous ED/PEC sensitivity analysis
to estimate MRR applying the theoretical model using a NaBr LR-DW in a
0.5 MΩcm medium. The two regions are clearly separated in a current close to 19A
and with a pulsatile duration of 20 μs at the pulsed voltage. The first region is
defined as a low current of less than 20 μs and, since it is primarily electrochemical,
it is in the region of the ECM. The second region is in the high current range, that is,
above 20 μs, and because it is primarily an electrical discharge process, it is in the
ED Region. Therefore, ED ! ECD ! PEC processes produce simultaneous ED/
PEC, and when higher currents occur with low pulse durations, the passivation
effect occurs in the ECM condition. In the same way, high pulse durations with
lower currents result in a low MRR.

Figure 9, compares the experimental results with the theoretical model of
MRRhyb for the EDM material removal rate and simultaneous ED/EC drilling. The
MRRhyb is formed by two conditions, material removal of ED and EC simulta-
neously. When the pulse duration is increased, the effect in both cases is an increase
in the rate of material removal, also determined that the effective sparks are deter-
mined by the duration of the pulsed signal and the analysis of the removal of

Figure 8.
Response analysis of MRRhyb for (a) ED/PEC at 15A, 45 V and (b) ED/PEC at 15A and pulse duration of
12 μs [16].

Figure 9.
Comparison of the experimental MRR versus theoretical model for ED/PEC drilling in HSLA steel [16].
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material by discharge is significantly increased. However, the current has a greater
effect on the MRR, because it generates an increase in the energy transferred to the
workpiece, and associated with long periods of time produces a higher material
removal rate and effect of surface roughness [21]. An MRR behavior at high
current increases to 5 mm3/min by 10 μs. While the increase for a low discharge
current is 2.5 mm3/min for 10 μs. This is consistent with the ECM process, which
exhibits effective material removal rates in the range of 1.51 mm3/(A � min) to
2.13 mm3/(A � min) and that the speed increases as the density of current [22].

4. Conclusions

The analytical correlation of the mathematical model and the experimental
results of the cutting face for simultaneous S-ED/PEC drilling using medium to low
resistivity for drilling in HSLA material were established as follows.

1.A proposed parametric model for the simultaneous S-ED/PEC was developed
against the experimental data to determine the MRR with an acceptable
correlation close to 0.99, which was possible to obtain a machinability constant
in the range of 5.07 x 10–4 a 6.65 x 10–4 (mm3 � mm� 2 � J � 1). The proportion
of energy transferred that contributes to individual processes for simultaneous
ED/PEC was estimated at ψ s = 0.9246 for the ED fraction and ψd= 0.0753 for
the EC fraction.

2.The effect of resistivity in the response sensitivity analysis, with respect to the
material removal rate for simultaneous S-ED/PEC drilling, results in a change
in direction of the MRR, specifically when the resistivity is less than 1.5 MΩ �
cm. For the PECM contribution, at higher voltages with lower current, a slight
increase in MRR occurs.

3.The effect of overheating in the EDM process increases the HAZ layer, so that
it is six times greater than that obtained by the S-ED/PEC drilling of LR-DW.
The results indicate that the contribution of PECM allowed the material
removal mechanism to reduce the involvement in the microstructure through
assisted dissolution.
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material by discharge is significantly increased. However, the current has a greater
effect on the MRR, because it generates an increase in the energy transferred to the
workpiece, and associated with long periods of time produces a higher material
removal rate and effect of surface roughness [21]. An MRR behavior at high
current increases to 5 mm3/min by 10 μs. While the increase for a low discharge
current is 2.5 mm3/min for 10 μs. This is consistent with the ECM process, which
exhibits effective material removal rates in the range of 1.51 mm3/(A � min) to
2.13 mm3/(A � min) and that the speed increases as the density of current [22].

4. Conclusions

The analytical correlation of the mathematical model and the experimental
results of the cutting face for simultaneous S-ED/PEC drilling using medium to low
resistivity for drilling in HSLA material were established as follows.

1.A proposed parametric model for the simultaneous S-ED/PEC was developed
against the experimental data to determine the MRR with an acceptable
correlation close to 0.99, which was possible to obtain a machinability constant
in the range of 5.07 x 10–4 a 6.65 x 10–4 (mm3 � mm� 2 � J � 1). The proportion
of energy transferred that contributes to individual processes for simultaneous
ED/PEC was estimated at ψ s = 0.9246 for the ED fraction and ψd= 0.0753 for
the EC fraction.

2.The effect of resistivity in the response sensitivity analysis, with respect to the
material removal rate for simultaneous S-ED/PEC drilling, results in a change
in direction of the MRR, specifically when the resistivity is less than 1.5 MΩ �
cm. For the PECM contribution, at higher voltages with lower current, a slight
increase in MRR occurs.

3.The effect of overheating in the EDM process increases the HAZ layer, so that
it is six times greater than that obtained by the S-ED/PEC drilling of LR-DW.
The results indicate that the contribution of PECM allowed the material
removal mechanism to reduce the involvement in the microstructure through
assisted dissolution.
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δ Tooling thickness (μm)
ηFe Anodic over potential of iron mV½ �
ϕa,Fe Anodic potential of iron mV½ �
ϕ0 Standard potential mV½ �
io,Fe Current of ion-exchange of iron A½ �
φ Volume fraction by cycle
ψs Energy share factor ED
ψd Energy share factor EC
Δton,ED Active differential time for ED s½ �
Δton,EC Active differential time for EC s½ �
AT Drilling area [mm2]
CHM Chemical Machining
CHP Chemical Pressure Jet
DW Deionized water dielectric
LR-DW Low-resistivity deionized water
EBM Electro Beam Machining
EC Electrochemical process
ECM Electro chemical Machining
ED Electro discharge process
EDM Electro Discharge Machining
ELB Electron Laser Beam
E tð Þ Energy transferred J � cycle�1� �
Ed Energy transferred for EC J � cycle�1� �
Es Energy transferred for ED J � cycle�1� �
Eh Energy transferred for SEDCM hybrid J � cycle�1� �
fe Factor of equivalent current
F Faraday constant C �mol�1� �
F Fluid
Fin LR-DW/DW internal flow mm3 � min �1� �
Fout LR-DW outside flow mm3 � min �1� �
FM Forces Magnetohydrodynamic
G Grinding
GUS Grinding Ultrasonic
Ie Current wave equivalent A½ �
IF Faraday current A½ �
Ip Current of wave peak A½ �
Km Machinability constant mm3 �m�2 � J�1� �
Kd Machinability constant for EC mm3 �m�2 � J�1� �
Ks Machinability constant for ED mm3 �m�2 � J�1� �
Kh Machinability constant SED/PEC mm3 �m�2 � J�1� �
LBM Laser Beam Machining
MCP Mechanical cutting plasm
MRRp Planar material removal rate mm3 �m�2 � s�1½ �
MRRp

d Planar material removal rate EC mm3 �m�2 � s�1½ �
MRRp

s Planar removal rate for ED mm3 �m�2 � s�1½ �
MRRs Material removal rate for ED [mm3�min �1�
MRRhyb Material removal rate for SEDCM [mm3�min �1�
LAE Laser Abrasive Electrolyte
LAT Laser Abrasive Turning
LEM Laser Electrochemical Machining
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PBM Plasm Beam Machining
R Ideal gases constant J �mol�1 � K�1� �
RSM Response Surface Methodology
Rm Average radius [μm]
S-ED/PEC simultaneous ED/CM drilling
So Tooling-workpiece gap mm½ �
t Time [s�
tc Cycle time [s�
ti Iterative time s½ �
ton On-time s½ �
toff Off-time [s�
T Temperature K½ �
T Turning
Th Thermal
UAEDM Ultrasonic Abrasive Electrical Discharge Machining
UALBM Ultrasonic Abrasive Laser Beam Machining
UAT Ultrasonic-Abrasive Turning
USECM USECM Ultrasonic Electrochemical Machining
USMEC Ultrasonic Mechanical - Electrochemical
US Ultrasonic
USG Ultrasonic- Grinding
USP Ultrasonic Pressure Jet
Va Anodic voltage mV½ �
Vs Pulsed voltage of source V½ �
VR Removal volume rate mm3½ �
VRd Removal volume rate for ED dissolution mm3½ �
VRs Removal volume rate for ED spark mm3½ �
z0 Initial reference z-axis
Z Numbers of electrons exchange-redox
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Abstract

In recent years, the process carried out in the GACIPE research group is related
to the development of the base technology of the manufacturing and metalworking
industry. The machine tools that are vital for the consolidation and competitiveness
of the industry in any country has been approached through two approaches: The
design and construction of the new machine. In this aspect, the modeling of the
structure and the displacements’ parameterization allows defining the precision of
the movements and the rational use of energy. The adaptation and repowering of a
used machine. In this approach, the recovery and technological updating proposed
to recover its performance, becoming an excellent alternative to improving and
perfecting the production of a company. In both cases, the CNC milling machine
tools are controlled by free software. The application proposed is mechanized in soft
materials.

Keywords: CNC, modeling, repowering, free software, competitiveness

1. Introduction

Modern industry demands more precise and complex products that meet high-
quality standards and protocols, using high-performance technological tools such as
CNC machine tools. That according to Oxford Economics, the principal manufac-
turers and consumers worldwide are China, United States The United States, the
European Economic Community, India, Brazil, and Japan. These countries have
greater competitiveness in world industry [1]. India last decade has had accelerated
growth in the consumption and the production of machine tools above 8 percent
per year. That is a consequence of the incentives and policy change of the Indian
government focused on the constitution of a park of machine tool development and
the creation of a center of excellence in machine tools and production technologies
[2]. In Germany, the area of machines and equipment is the second most important
industrial sector. The country has become a technological engine that distinguishes
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itself as a high-tech nation worldwide [3]. The United States has distinguished itself
as one of the leading exporters of machinery worldwide, being the principal sup-
plier to China in recent years, demonstrating the big industrial capacity to develop
machine tools. That equipment that par excellence is the basis for catapult the
industrial production of a country [4]. In Latin American countries, MIPYMEs
prioritize automation and technological development of machine tools, specifically
in Colombia, MIPYMEs represent 94 percent of the industry, where most of the
manufacturing processes of MIPYMEs in the metalworking sector are carried out in
conventional machine tools [5].

2. CNC machine tools prototype

This section presents the design and development of a prototype of a CNC
Milling Machine Tool in its mechanical, electrical, and electronic components and
graphical interface.

2.1 Works modeling in CNC machine tools

The different publications scanned in the last ten years to analyze and study
structural design in machine tools and cutting techniques. In [6] theoretical 3D
model is presented that determines the instantaneous machining stresses generated
by the cutting action, presenting the stress distributions in the body of the CNC
machine. In [7] proposes a model about the instantaneous cutting forces in 5-axis
machining systems per milling machine and identifies the machine’s operating
parameters to minimize machining error. In [8] explains the model to machine a
prismatic workpiece whose objective is to evaluate each component of the
machine’s power absorption and its relationship with the cutting parameters. In [9]
requires a methodology for optimizing the energy consumption to control the
machine in the machining of the part is presented. That model is based on historical
operating data. In [10] exposes method of defining parameters for NC and machin-
ing systems to allow energy efficiency with the least possible error in constructing
the resulting part. In [11] proposes a mathematical model based on the cutter’s
numerical discretization, including the advance and inclination angles. This model
is applied in certain typical conditions of a 5-axis machine. In [12] shows a method
of cutting stability, the solution is proposed for milling type in multi-axis machines
using the general projective geometry technique representing the cutting tool by an
envelope of point clouds. In [13] presents a three-dimensional machining model
that validates the conventional machining method taking into account the type of
cut (uppercut milling, descending cut milling, milling style). Also, The machine
used the thermal camera to observe the effective cut depth, shear force, and rough-
ness. In [14] proposes a new cutting operation on a lathe called oriented cutting that
consists of a cutter with a straight edge without inclination but oriented with an
angle different from 90 degrees; tests show the influence of the edge of the tool on
the forces of cut.

2.2 Structure of CNC prototype

In the development of the project, the modeling and mechanical design of the
structure of the machine (Figure 1) is fundamental, taking into account the
accessories of the machine such as servo motors, servo drives, sensors, guides, and
sources that allow the movement of its axes speed and precision.
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The structure has a frame, cross slide, table, bridge that supports articulation
of the machine’s three axes depending on to develop the pieces’ machining.
The table has a grooved surface on which the part to be shaped is held. The
table is also supported by two carriages that allow the table’s horizontal
longitudinal movement on the transverse carriage (x-axis). The bridge is a
cantilevered piece in the frame; there are also hardened and ground guides for
vertical movement (y-axis). Some lunettes were supports of the horizontal
movement axis (z-axis).

2.3 Development of the structure of the CNC machine

The machine was developed in a machining center from the model, taking into
account the criteria and conditions obtained in the design and simulation of the
structure to have robustness and precision in movement, in Figure 2 you can see
part of the real CNC milling machine armed consisting of the bridge, the cross
carriage, the motor, and the guides. As shown in Figure 2, the machine’s structure is
configured as a vertical milling machine in which the table has movements in the x
and y axes, and the motor with the spindle moves in the z-axis.

Figure 1.
Isometric CNC milling machine.

Figure 2.
Real CNC machine.
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The machine structure was designed by modules and its construction in SAE
1020 plain steel material whose thickness is not less than 2.54 centimeter and with a
manufacturing error of 10 micrometers.

2.4 Parameterization of movement of the CNC machine

The procedure for machining in CNC machine tools for milling machines with a
fixed height table, horizontal or vertical spindle (Figure 3) has been sought, and the
CNC machine is parameterized according to [15–17] with the following guide:

Verification of the straightness of the vertical and displacement of the spindle
head. Tests are performed on a 155 mm stroke.

Measurements are made in the area tour, yielding the following results in
Table 1.

The results were showed a variation lower than the admissible one (0.025 mm).
This was measured in a length of 155 millimeters. A test carried out to verify the
flatness of the table surface (Figure 4), in a 28x30 mm extension measurements,
are made in the area tour, yielding the following results in Table 1. The practice was
yielded the following results in different points of the said area, according to
Table 2.

Figure 3.
Displacement straightness check.

Displacement mm Displacement error mm Permissible error mm

10 0.005 0.025

75.25 0.01 0.025

155 0.015 0.025

Table 1.
Spindle vertical travel.
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The data was obtained in the test does not exceed the maximum allowable
difference of 0.05 mm. The measurement of the radial jump of rotation of the inner
core at the cone’s exit is made (see Figure 5).

The test was resulted in the following measurements according to Table 3.
The data was obtained in Table 3 indicate that it does not exceed the admissible

difference of 0.02 mm during normal operation of the spindle.

Figure 4.
Verification of the surface flatness of the table.

Coordinates mm Real error mm Permissible error mm

0,0 0 0.05

0,150 0.03 0.05

0,280 0.025 0.05

Table 2.
Flatness.

Figure 5.
Checking the radial rotation of the inner core.
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3. CNC machine tools repowering

This section has presented the adaptation, reconditioning, and tuning of a used
CNC machine tool.

3.1 Fine tunning CNC machine repowering

The experience of building a prototype of a CNC milling machine has been
allowed to consider that it can apply the appropriate knowledge in used CNC
machines that currently inoperative. Therefore, among the many technologically
outdated CNC machines that SENA has, a CNC milling machine has been chosen
EMCO brand didactic, used at the time to carry out academic activities with the
institution’s students. The conditions and characteristics of the machine are
presented below in Table 4.

For the CNC machine to repower selected, its mechanical component (structure
and mechanisms) must be functional and, as far as possible, close to its factory
conditions, this allowed choosing the machine that is observed in Figure 6, The
hardware of which was in good condition. However, some mechanical components
were missing, and the electronic, electrical, and software module obsolescence.

Themachine of Figure 6 has been thoroughly inspected to define the roadmap for
the recovery of themachine; therefore, the problems detected are presented below:

• The transmission system of movement towards each of the axes is carried out
using a toothed belt and two pinions with a mechanical ratio of 2: 1. So, the
torque is incremented but the speed of displacement is reduced.

• Elements such as gears, screws, supports, bearings, motors, guides, and bases
were presented a considerable level of oxidation, preventing adequate
movement and increasing the error tolerance in the axes’ displacement by
approximately 10 percent.

• During previous interventions, the ball screw of the “Y” axis and the
movement transfer pinion of this same axis were not reintegrated into the
machine, leaving it incomplete.

To mitigate mechanical difficulties, corrective maintenance related to the
design, manufacture, and implementation of the missing parts is carried out;

workspace in X, Y, Z
[mm]

Spindle power at
2000 rpm [w]

Ball screw pitch
[mm]

Accuracy of each axis
[mm]

200,100,200 440 1.5 0.01

Table 4.
Features repowered CNC machine.

Proof Measurement mm Minimum error mm

1 0.02 0.02

2 0.01 0.02

3 0.02 0.02

Table 3.
Measurement of radial jump in the spindle.
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subsequently, preventive maintenance is carried out to remove the oxide present
and lubricate all the movement mechanisms; Once these corrections have been
made, a mechanically adequate CNC milling machine is available to intervene in its
entire electrical and electronic operating system.

3.2 Design and implementation of the electrical and electronic system of the
repowered machine

Due to the service time of the millingmachine, there are drawbacks such as shorts
in the power circuit of the motors, failures in the control panel membranes, voltage
drops in the power source due to problems in the voltage regulators; on the other hand,
the software present in themachine is not compatiblewith the commercial applications
that are currently used for this type of system, themain difficulty regarding compati-
bility is that the data access to the system is done using an obsolete technology (floppy
disk 3/2), so the control card was designed and replace, the drivers and the user
interface to recover their initial functions and even improve their operability.

A control and power board is implemented, see Figure 7, responsible for linking
and optocoupler the drivers that control the motors of each of the axes with the
instructions sent from the CNC software in the computer and sensors of end of career
of the machine, stop of emergency and other elements that make up the system.

The machine’s electronic system was made compatible with the LinuxCNC soft-
ware; therefore, an optocoupler control interface (Figure 7A) has been designed
and implemented connected to the parallel port of the pc. The signals obtained from
the parallel port are input signals from sensors and output signals that enable
actuating actuators. In the output signals, the power system of Figure 7B is used to
control the actuators as servo motors and step motors responsible for moving the
axes that position the milling cutter for machining development.

3.3 Parametrization of the repowered machine

For the execution of a machining production process, the CNC machine must
meet a series of requirements related to the straightness in the movement of the
axes, the flatness of the work table, and the parallelism concerning the cutting tool;

Figure 6.
CNC machine repowering.
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the parallel port are input signals from sensors and output signals that enable
actuating actuators. In the output signals, the power system of Figure 7B is used to
control the actuators as servo motors and step motors responsible for moving the
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Figure 6.
CNC machine repowering.
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these parameters are necessary to bring the machine to work under the standards of
machining parts and are verified by the following procedure:

To corroborate the straightness of the z-axis displacement, a dial gauge is posi-
tioned and measured concerning a square that is firstly parallel to the X-axis and later
parallel to the Y-axis to verify that the displacement is strictly vertical and comply
with the allowable error, which is 0.025 mm in a maximum length of 300 mm offset.

The table surface’s flatness is measured with a level of precision where the toler-
ance cannot exceed 0.02 mm for every 300 mm of length between measurements.

The proceeding must guarantee the parallelism of the surface of the work table
concerning the cutting tool, so the dial gauge is placed at its height (see Figure 8)
and measurements are made along the length and width of the surface; the error
cannot be greater than 0.025 mm for every 300 mm between measurements.

This procedure is applied to the machine and the results observed in Table 2 are
obtained, where the data are within the admissible limits to carry out a machining
process.

3.4 Software selection and coupling with the CNC machine repowering

In the first instance, tests are carried out with the Mach3 software to verify the
compatibility of the control card and the drivers with commercial software for the
control of a CNC; the system presents good performance; However, the Mach3 is a
demo version with limitations, for this reason, a search is carried out, finding some
licensed software such as MasterCAM, SolidCAM, CAMWorks, among others,
which were discarded because the license is very expensive, so, the best option has

Figure 8.
Flatness teste.

Figure 7.
Electronic system (A) control target (B) power target.
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focused the search on open architecture software (Open Architecture CNC), find-
ing that they handle great scalability, are freely distributed and present excellent
compatibility with other software related to the manufacturing process and with the
different CNC systems.

An application based on the Linux Ubuntu V10.04 operating system called
LinuxCNC is selected, see Figure 9. The LinuxCNC has an architecture for the
numerical control of CNC machines based on the RT-Linux kernel for the execution
of instructions in real-time, with a capacity to control up to nine axes; Some works
carried out with LinuxCNC demonstrate the capabilities and scope of the software
such as those observed in [18–21], another application is observed in a robotic arm
for to perform surgical procedures in [22], also shows precision and reliability in
CNC systems as in [23].

4. Application used in the two machine tools (prototype and
repowered)

To determine the response of machine tools, different types of parts have been
machining. The tests have allowed knowing the real behavior of the CNC machines.

4.1 Machining tests to adjust the operations of CNC machines

During the machine set-up process, the relevant materials to be machined have
been defined, taking into account the drive element’s capacity (spindle) on both
CNC machines. Therefore, although the machines’ infrastructure allows machining
in hard steels, there is a limitation in the spindle with steels. Thus, the tests will be
carried out on 3000 series aluminum. This material has manganese as its main
alloying material, which allows for good machinability.

To determine the optimal operating parameters; The speeds of movement of the
axes and the revolutions per minute of the spindle are calculated using the following
equations:

Figure 9.
LinuxCNC interface.
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n ¼ 1000 vð Þ=dπ (1)

f r ¼ f znZ (2)

Tm ¼ Lþ 2Að Þ= f r (3)

A ¼ d=2 (4)

Where n = spindle speed in rev/min, v = cutting speed in m / min, d = diameter
of the cutting tool in mm, f r = feed rate in mm/min, Z = number of cutting edges of
the tool, f z = feed per edge in mm, Tm = milling time in min, A = approach distance
to hook the cutter to the material in mm, L = Milling length in mm. Note that
Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) are only valid for milling operations.

The purpose of both the prototype machine and the repowered machine is to
develop parts and structures for robotics applications through face milling. Initially,
a piece numeric is designed simple, using a 4 mm flat milling cutter for roughing
and a two-edged round milling cutter for finishing, both made of carbon steel, in
this development of low complexity parts. The real piece is obtained with the design
dimension proposed in the CAD (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 shows the machining process of a numerical figure at various times
from the beginning of Figure 10A, during Figure 10B and C, and the end of
Figure 10D. This machining test was applied with the following machining
operation parameters (see Table 6).

This information is obtained from several tests developed with the same design
seeking to optimize the variables used in the LINUXCNC to achieve the materiali-
zation of the CAD (see Figure 11).

Figure 10.
Alphanumeric partmachining process (A) initialmachinedpart. (B) Intermediate partmachining (C) intermediate
machining of the part figure (C) intermediatemachining of the part contour (D) final machining of the part.
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In Figure 11A, shows the configuration of the axes. Parameters are defined as
steps per revolution of the machine, the relationship between the motor shaft and
the ball screw, the screw pitch, the speed and acceleration of the axis calculated
based on the basic configuration information (Figure 11B). The axis length param-
eters and selection of the physical and virtual location of the home are configured.
This menu is verified the entered configuration is correct by a test. In the basic
information window of the machine, enter the name of the machine, the number of

Description Process characteristics

n [rev/min] f r[mm/min] Tm[min] v [m/min]

Roughing of material 6366 63.66 3.01 80

Surface Finishing 7957 15.9 31.44 100

Table 6.
Fine tunning.

Figure 11.
LinuxCNC parameters (A) axes configuration. (B) Machine information. (C) Latency test.

Description Distance between measures [mm]

Ref 100 200 300

Z axis straightness with respect to x 0 0.004 0.012 0.019

Z axis straightness with respect to y 0 0.002 0.004 0.007

X-axis clamping table flatness 0 0.006 0.011 0.015

Y-axis clamping table flatness 0 0.002 0.01 0.018

Parallelism with respect to the x axis tool 0 0.003 0.007 0.01

Parallelism with respect to the y axis tool 0 0.004 0.007 0.009

Table 5.
Test scores.
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Figure 12.
Machined parts (A) motor shaft. (B) Shaft bracket. (C) Platform.
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axes, and the units with which you want to work; To select the type of driver, the
software provides some brands of manufacturers that have preset values; however,
Linuxcnc allows the selection of a general type of driver and recommends standard
values in which most of the drivers work properly. To find the system’s maximum
response time, the latency test is used (Figure 11C), where a test is verified the
response capacity of the PC intended to operate the machine.

Subsequently, structural parts of a mobile robot were made for a real application
in the health sector. The proposed parts have a more complex and larger structure;
Therefore, 6 mm flat mills are used in cutting, and four-edged round milling cutters
are used in the finishing. The machined parts fulfill the function of making traction
and generating stability in the robot. According to what was projected in the CAD
design, the real components are assembled in the robot structure without any
difficulty and fully comply with the robotic system’s function (see Figure 12).

The pieces of Figure 12 are produced using machining parameters of Table 6,
and Table 7 shows some operations of machined pieces.

Table 7 is about machining pieces of Figure 12, incorporated in the program-
ming for prototype and re-powered CNC milling machine. In the milling of a piece
is normal to find many types of machining operations. The piece more complex,
according to Table 7, is the piece describes in Figure 12B. So the piece of
Figure 12B applied various operations such as Planned, Squared, and Boxed.

5. Conclusions

In the development of the modeling of a CNC machine proposed in the works
found [6, 8, 11] has been detected for the most part that energy optimization has
started from a robust and functional structure as a fundamental premise. This
aspect has been taken into account in this project in the design criteria used in the
configuration of the structure of the CNC machine type milling machine.

In the construction and commissioning of the CNC machine have been consid-
ered in some works [7, 9, 10], the parameterization and recognition of the func-
tionality as a fundamental development, so, three aspects have been put into
practice in the present project: the straightness of the displacement of the coordi-
nate axes, the flatness of the table surface and the radial jump of rotation of the
inner core at the exit of the spindle. In the results of prototype and repowering was
observed (see Tables 1–3) a good performance.

According to Table 5, the repowered CNC machine tool has been brought to an
operating point similar to the factory’s behavior. This allows the technological

Operation Piece

Figure 12A Figure 12B Figure 12C

Planned no yes yes

Squared yes yes no

Contoured no no yes

Boxed yes yes no

Table 7.
Operations used in the milling of robotic parts.
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development to be exposed as a solution proposal with viable free software to
update the CNC machine tools. So, the mechanisms and mechanical functionality of
the machine are in good condition, and its recovery is viable.

The mechanization tests for both machine tools present the millimeter con-
struction of robotics part in aluminum. The precision of prototype and repowered
machines is achieved by determining the values of the machining parameters.
These data are presented in Table 6. The pieces are possible to mechanize with a
maximum area of 25 x 25 centimeters. The operations used in the machines’pro-
gramming are Presented in Table 7, furthermore, the description is dimensioned
the degree of complexity of each of the parts’ machining.
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Abstract

Loss of circulation while drilling is a challenging problem that may interrupt
drilling operations, reduce efficiency, and increases cost. When a drilled borehole
intercepts conductive faults or fractures, lost circulation manifests as a partial or
total escape of drilling, workover, or cementing fluids into the surrounding rock
formations. Studying drilling fluid loss into a fractured system has been investigated
using laboratory experiments, analytical modeling, and numerical simulations.
Analytical modeling of fluid flow is a tool that can be quickly deployed to assess lost
circulation and perform diagnostics, including leakage rate decline and fracture
conductivity. In this chapter, various analytical methods developed to model the
flow of non-Newtonian drilling fluid in a fractured medium are discussed. The
solution methods are applicable for yield-power-law, including shear-thinning,
shear-thickening, and Bingham plastic fluids. Numerical solutions of the Cauchy
equation are used to verify the analytical solutions. Type-curves are also described
using dimensionless groups. The solution methods are used to estimate the range of
fracture conductivity and time-dependent fluid loss rate, and the ultimate total
volume of lost fluid. The applicability of the proposed models is demonstrated for
several field cases encountering lost circulations.

Keywords: lost-circulation, mud loss, leakage, fractures, Herschel-Bulkley,
yield-power law, Cauchy momentum equation, type-curves, non-Newtonian fluids

1. Introduction

Drilling technology has been widely deployed in many industries, such as oil and
gas, geothermal, environmental remediation, mining, carbon dioxide sequestration,
gas storage, water well, infrastructure development, among others [1]. In many
situations, drilling entails various technical challenges and difficulties, often causing
economic, safety, and environmental disturbances. Due to the complex nature of
subsurface geological formations, technical problems often emerge unexpectedly.
One of the most pressing problems is lost circulation into fractured formation.
Preserving the drilling fluid within the borehole is crucial for removing cuttings,
lubrication, hydraulic rotations, pressure control, among others. Fluid total or par-
tial loss into the wellbore surrounding formation may result in wellbore instability.

Drilling fluid-loss is a costly problem. This phenomenon may obstruct opera-
tions, increase the nonproductive time (NPT), contaminate water tables, and cause
formation damage and safety hazard [2–9]. Drilling fluid typically accounts for
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formations. Studying drilling fluid loss into a fractured system has been investigated
using laboratory experiments, analytical modeling, and numerical simulations.
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circulation and perform diagnostics, including leakage rate decline and fracture
conductivity. In this chapter, various analytical methods developed to model the
flow of non-Newtonian drilling fluid in a fractured medium are discussed. The
solution methods are applicable for yield-power-law, including shear-thinning,
shear-thickening, and Bingham plastic fluids. Numerical solutions of the Cauchy
equation are used to verify the analytical solutions. Type-curves are also described
using dimensionless groups. The solution methods are used to estimate the range of
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situations, drilling entails various technical challenges and difficulties, often causing
economic, safety, and environmental disturbances. Due to the complex nature of
subsurface geological formations, technical problems often emerge unexpectedly.
One of the most pressing problems is lost circulation into fractured formation.
Preserving the drilling fluid within the borehole is crucial for removing cuttings,
lubrication, hydraulic rotations, pressure control, among others. Fluid total or par-
tial loss into the wellbore surrounding formation may result in wellbore instability.

Drilling fluid-loss is a costly problem. This phenomenon may obstruct opera-
tions, increase the nonproductive time (NPT), contaminate water tables, and cause
formation damage and safety hazard [2–9]. Drilling fluid typically accounts for
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25–40% of the total drilling costs [8]. Furthermore, lost circulation may cause other
issues, such as wellbore instability, sloughing shale, and washout [10]. Such prob-
lems cost the industry about one billion US dollars per annum worldwide [11, 12].
For instance, a study including 1500 gas wells in the Gulf of Mexico showed that
lost-circulation accounts for 13% of the total drilling problems [5], as appears in
Figure 1. Another study for 103 wells in the Duvernay area in Canada reported a
loss of $2.6 million and 27.5 days of NPT because of lost circulation (Figure 2). In
the Middle East, a group of 144 wells in Rumaila field, Iraq, encountered major lost-
circulation problems [14], causing 48% of all drilling issues and loss of 295 days
NPT, as illustrated in Figure 3. This high occurrence of lost-circulation was attrib-
uted to the presence of conductive natural fractures in the carbonate formations.
For instance, more than 35% of drilled wells in a fractured carbonate formation in
Iran experienced lost circulation [15]. Similarly, in Saudi Arabia, one-third of the

Figure 1.
Contribution of various drilling problems reported for 1500 wells in the Gulf of Mexico [5], where lost
circulation accounts for 13% of the total.

Figure 2.
Cost overhead from various drilling problems for 103 wells in the Duvernay area in Canada [13], where lost
circulation account for $2.6 m.
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drilled well underwent lost circulation [16]. Lost circulation has also been reported
in other places [17, 18].

Lost circulation can be classified based on the severity of the flow loss rate [19],
as shown in Table 1. These categories provide general guidance to set the mitigation
plan depending on the severity of the fluid loss. Seepage loss can sometimes be
tolerable to continue drilling without interruption. However, major loss demands a
careful response to regain a full circulation fluid.

Fluid loss is often encountered in fractured formations, which can be subdivided
into four types: induced-drilling fracture, caves or vugs, natural fracture, and high
permeable formation [20]. An illustration of the four types is shown in Figure 4.
Each formation type exhibits different fluid loss behavior and, therefore, may
require a specific mitigation plan.

Naturally fractured formation, which is the focus of this chapter, is often prone
to severe loss during either drilling, cementing, or completion/workover job [21].
Consequently, multiple problems may emanate because of the loss severity, such as
kicks, wellbore instability, environmental contamination, and formation damage.
To mitigate this problem, one procedure is to add lost circulation material (LCM) to
the circulation fluid [22–25]. The LCM fluid properties such as viscosity and density
are selected according to the formation type and the subsurface conditions, such as
the depth, pressure, and fracture conductivity, among other factors [26]. Fluid loss
rate into natural fractures mostly commences with a sudden spurt followed by a
gradual declining loss [27]. The ultimately lost volume is dependent on several
factors, such as fluid mobility, fracture conductivity, pore-volume, and fracture
extension [28].

Because of the nature of this problem that requires immediate intervention,
there is a need in the industry to establish an accurate and efficient modeling tool

Figure 3.
Contribution of various drilling problems to NPT in the Rumaila field in Iraq, total lost circulation is the top
drilling issue encountered in that field, data source from [14].

Lost Type Flow Rate Amount

Seepage loss Less than 1.5 m3/hr

Partial loss 1.5 to 15 m3/hr

Severe loss 15 to 75 m3/hr

Total loss No return to surface

Table 1.
Classification of lost-circulation severity [19].
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that is feasible at real-time drilling operations to perform diagnostics and
predictions.

During the last two decades, many analytical solutions have been introduced in
the literature to model mud loss into fractured formation. Early modeling attempts
for simplified fractured cases were based on Darcy’s Law at steady-state conditions
[29, 30]. Afterward, a semi-analytical solution was introduced for the Newtonian
fluid model into a horizontal fracture by combining the diffusivity equation and
mass conservation in a one-dimensional (1D) radial system [31]. Since this derived
ordinary differential equation (ODE) was solved numerically, an analytical solution
of the diffusivity equation for a fluid with a constant viscosity at steady-state
conditions was introduced [32]. Another approach based on type-curves, which
were generated by numerical solutions to describe mud loss volume as a function of
time into a horizontal fracture, was established [33]. The type-curves are applicable
for non-Newtonian fluid and follow a model that exhibits Bingham plastic rheolog-
ical behavior. The numerically generated type-curves are based on dimensionless
parameters that depend on the effective fracture hydraulic aperture, fluid proper-
ties, and differential pressure. However, these models inherit the limitations of
numerical methods in introducing numerical artifacts such as numerical dispersion
and grid dependency. Later, an analytical solution was proposed [34, 35]. Estima-
tion of hydraulic fracture aperture by simplifying insignificant terms in the final
equation form was analyzed [36]. Following the same workflow, a solution was
developed based on Yield-Power-Law fluid by reducing a Taylor expansion of the
governing nonlinear flow equation into its linear terms [37].

This chapter is intended to give an overview of laboratory and modeling tools
applicable for lost circulation in fractured media. Two main subjects are discussed.
First, the governing equations to model non-Newtonian fluid in a fractured system
are reviewed. We then introduce the solution method to develop a semi-analytical
solution to model drilling fluid loss. The fluid exhibits a Herschel-Bulkley behavior,
where the Cauchy equation of motion is used to describe the fluid flow. Due to the

Figure 4.
Four types of rock formations causing loss-circulation. The arrows indicate the direction of circulating fluid
starting from the surface within the drill pipe going to the open-hole and to the annulus of the wellbore back to
the surface.
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nonlinearity of the problem, the system of equations is reformulated and
transformed into ODE’s, which is then computed numerically with an efficient ODE
solver [38]. Based on the semi-analytical solution, type-curves are generated, cap-
turing dimensionless fluid loss volume as a function of time. High-resolution finite
element methods are used to verify the analytical approach. The applicability of the
method is then demonstrated for field cases exhibiting loss of circulation, where
formation and fluid uncertainties are addressed with Monte Carlo simulations. In
the second subject, an experimental study designed to mimic fluid leakage in a
horizontal fracture is discussed. These experiments are used to study the steady-
state flow conditions of non-Newtonian fluids into the fracture and demonstrate the
flow stoppage process. Simulations are used to replicate the physics, including the
effect of fracture deformation. Type-curves are also derived from Cauchy equation
of motion to capture the effect of fracture ballooning.

2. Mud invasion into a fractured system

Various studies have been conducted in the literature to investigate the flow
behavior of drilling fluids in fractured systems [39–41], where a horizontal, radial
fracture is considered, as shown in Figure 5. The choice of the fracture geometry is
motivated by its convenience to be replicated with experimental apparatus and
analytical modeling. Even though the fracture geometry may seem simplistic, it can
provide useful insights at lab and field scales [43, 44].

Consider two parallel radial plates to mimic a horizontal fracture, intercepting a
wellbore, as illustrated in Figure 5. Note that horizontal fractures could occur at
shallow depths and over-pressurized formations [45, 46].

The general governing equation describing the dynamics of non-Newtonian
fluid flow in an open fracture is given by the Cauchy momentum Equation [47, 48],
such that,

ρ
∂v
∂t

þ ρ v � ∇ð Þv ¼ ∇ � �pIþ τð Þ þ ρg, (1)

Where p denotes the fluid pressure, t is time, τ is the shear stress, g is the gravity
term, ρ is the density, I is identity matrix, and v is the flow velocity. Divergence
delta operator is ∇�.

Figure 5.
Physical domain illustrating a horizontal fracture intercepted by a wellbore. The shaded brown area reflects the
invaded mud zone, rw is the wellbore radius, w is the fracture aperture, Vmud is the mud loss volume, and t is the
time [42].
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nonlinearity of the problem, the system of equations is reformulated and
transformed into ODE’s, which is then computed numerically with an efficient ODE
solver [38]. Based on the semi-analytical solution, type-curves are generated, cap-
turing dimensionless fluid loss volume as a function of time. High-resolution finite
element methods are used to verify the analytical approach. The applicability of the
method is then demonstrated for field cases exhibiting loss of circulation, where
formation and fluid uncertainties are addressed with Monte Carlo simulations. In
the second subject, an experimental study designed to mimic fluid leakage in a
horizontal fracture is discussed. These experiments are used to study the steady-
state flow conditions of non-Newtonian fluids into the fracture and demonstrate the
flow stoppage process. Simulations are used to replicate the physics, including the
effect of fracture deformation. Type-curves are also derived from Cauchy equation
of motion to capture the effect of fracture ballooning.

2. Mud invasion into a fractured system

Various studies have been conducted in the literature to investigate the flow
behavior of drilling fluids in fractured systems [39–41], where a horizontal, radial
fracture is considered, as shown in Figure 5. The choice of the fracture geometry is
motivated by its convenience to be replicated with experimental apparatus and
analytical modeling. Even though the fracture geometry may seem simplistic, it can
provide useful insights at lab and field scales [43, 44].

Consider two parallel radial plates to mimic a horizontal fracture, intercepting a
wellbore, as illustrated in Figure 5. Note that horizontal fractures could occur at
shallow depths and over-pressurized formations [45, 46].
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such that,
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Assuming steady-state conditions and neglecting the gravity and inertial effects,
Eq. (1) simplifies to,

0 ¼ ∇ � �pIþ τð Þ, (2)

The above equation reduces into two fundamental forces; pressure forces and shear
stress force. In a 1D radial systemwith polar coordinates, Eq. (2) simplifies to (see [49]),

τ z, rð Þ ¼ z
∂p
∂r

, (3)

Where τ z, rð Þ is the radial shear stress component perpendicular to the
z-directionand r is radial distance which is the variable argument.

On the other hand, the Herschel-Bulkley model is expressed by [50],

τ z, rð Þ ¼ τ0 þm
dvr
dz

� �n

: (4)

The fluid yield stress, which determines the fluidity state, is denoted by τ0, and the
consistency multiplier and behavioral flow index aremand n, respectively. The flow
index is a positive number, reflecting the fluid rheological behavior where shear-
thinning (n< 1) and shear-thickening (n> 1) can occur. Typical values of this dimen-
sionless parameter for drilling fluids range from 0.3 to 1.0 [51]. Shear rate, which is the
derivative of the radial velocity vr in the z-direction, is nonlinear due to the flow index.

The mechanisms corresponding to the solution method of the mud invasion
phenomenon in a fractured system are shown on a cross-section in Figure 6. The
radial velocity decreases as the fluid propagates away from the wellbore within the
fracture, and therefore shear stress lessens. Therefore, shear-thinning is expected to
be maximum near the wellbore and reduces gradually with radial distance, which
induces shear-thickening from yield stress. Furthermore, flow velocity and shear
stress variations in the z-direction create layers of fluid rheological properties and
fluid self-friction that becomes maximum at the walls of the fracture. Fluid self-
friction is minimum at the centerline of the fracture, as shown in Figure 6, resulting
in a region at the fracture center with zero shear rate, that is, dvr=dz ¼ 0. In this zone,
the yield shear stress corresponds to τ0(see Eq. (4)). This fluid flow region in the
fracture is subdivided into plug-flow and free-flow regions. The plug-region extends
toward the walls of the fracture as the shear-stress reduces, and the fluid flows
further from the wellbore. The plug region can eventually reach the fracture wall
leading to a complete stoppage of the fluid leakage (see Figure 7a). In other words,

Figure 6.
Illustration of an infinite-acting fracture of aperture w, intercepting a wellbore with radius rw. No-flow and
no-slip boundary conditions are imposed at the fracture wall. Mud-front distance rf(t) is a time-dependent
parameter.
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mud leakage stalls in the fracture when the pressure gradient between the fracture
inlet and the mud front becomes smaller than the yield stress τ0(see Figure 7b).

The following boundary conditions are considered for the two flow regions,

vr zð Þ ¼

vr,plug zð Þ, for z≤ zplug

vr,free zð Þ, for zplug < z<
w
2

0, for z ¼ w
2

8>>><
>>>:

(5)

In the above equation, zplug represents the extension of the plug region in the z-
direction. vr,plug, and vr,free are, respectively, the flow velocities within the plug- and
free-region. The no-slip boundary condition is described by the last equation in (5).

Eq. (4) and Eq. (3) are combined to express the solution of the velocity, such that,

vr zð Þ ¼
n � ∂p

∂r
w
2 þ τ0

� �
∂p
∂r
w
2�τ0
m

� �1=n
þ n � ∂p

∂r zþ τ0
� �

∂p
∂rz�τ0
m

� �1
n

∂p
∂r nþ 1ð Þ (6)

The plug-region is modeled by imposing the condition, dvr=dz ¼ 0. Therefore,
Eq. (6) can be expressed for each region individually, as follows,
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(7)

From the definition of the total volumetric flow rate Qtotal, one obtains,

Qtotal ¼ Qplug þ Qfree (8)

Figure 7.
Illustration of yield-power-law fluid flow in a radial fracture showing the evolution of the propagation of the
plug region as the mud travels away from the wellbore, resulting in total plugging (a). Plot (b) shows typical
pressure profiles versus radial distance at various times and invasion distances.
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toward the walls of the fracture as the shear-stress reduces, and the fluid flows
further from the wellbore. The plug region can eventually reach the fracture wall
leading to a complete stoppage of the fluid leakage (see Figure 7a). In other words,

Figure 6.
Illustration of an infinite-acting fracture of aperture w, intercepting a wellbore with radius rw. No-flow and
no-slip boundary conditions are imposed at the fracture wall. Mud-front distance rf(t) is a time-dependent
parameter.
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mud leakage stalls in the fracture when the pressure gradient between the fracture
inlet and the mud front becomes smaller than the yield stress τ0(see Figure 7b).

The following boundary conditions are considered for the two flow regions,

vr zð Þ ¼
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2
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In the above equation, zplug represents the extension of the plug region in the z-
direction. vr,plug, and vr,free are, respectively, the flow velocities within the plug- and
free-region. The no-slip boundary condition is described by the last equation in (5).

Eq. (4) and Eq. (3) are combined to express the solution of the velocity, such that,
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The plug-region is modeled by imposing the condition, dvr=dz ¼ 0. Therefore,
Eq. (6) can be expressed for each region individually, as follows,
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From the definition of the total volumetric flow rate Qtotal, one obtains,

Qtotal ¼ Qplug þ Qfree (8)

Figure 7.
Illustration of yield-power-law fluid flow in a radial fracture showing the evolution of the propagation of the
plug region as the mud travels away from the wellbore, resulting in total plugging (a). Plot (b) shows typical
pressure profiles versus radial distance at various times and invasion distances.
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Applying surface integral,
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The above equation is rearranged with the following quadratic equation to
express the pressure term explicitly, that is,
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Solving the differential pressure and integrating along the radial domain by
implementing a moving boundary condition, a final ODE system is reached, as
follows,
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Eq. (12) is nonlinear for a general value of n, and it cannot be solved analytically.
However, a general semi-analytical solution can be derived [42]. This solution is a
generalization to other particular solutions in the literature. For instance, when
n ¼ 1, reflecting a Bingham plastic fluid, a closed-form solution can be obtained, as
demonstrated by Lietard et al. [33]. Figure 8 shows that the proposed general semi-
analytical solution is in perfect agreement with the analytical solution by Lietard
et al. [33]. For general cases of n, numerical simulations could be used to verify the
semi-analytical model, as shown in Figure 9.

2.1 Dimensionless type-curves

For general applications, type-curves are used as a diagnostic tool to assess the
solution by matching the trends of observed data to the type-curves. This approach
is commonly used in well testing [52]. To enable scalability of the solution for a wide
range of problem conditions, type-curves are expressed in terms of dimensionless
groups. In this problem, the following dimensionless variables are considered,
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Figure 8.
Proposed semi-analytical solution compared with Liétard et al. (1999) for a Bingham plastic fluid [42].

Figure 9.
Proposed semi-analytical solution compared with a finite-element model showing a good agreement [42].
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n ¼ 1, reflecting a Bingham plastic fluid, a closed-form solution can be obtained, as
demonstrated by Lietard et al. [33]. Figure 8 shows that the proposed general semi-
analytical solution is in perfect agreement with the analytical solution by Lietard
et al. [33]. For general cases of n, numerical simulations could be used to verify the
semi-analytical model, as shown in Figure 9.
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For general applications, type-curves are used as a diagnostic tool to assess the
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Where, rD denotes the dimensionless radial mud-front, VD is the dimensionless
mud-loss volume, and tD is the dimensionless time. The generated type-curves from
Eq. (13) can represent a range of fluid properties, captured by two parameters. The
first parameter, α, represents the mud rheological properties and flow behavior,
while the second parameter, β, reflects the criteria for mud loss stoppage. The final
forms of the type-curves are illustrated in Figure 10. These type-curves for mud-
loss are more accurate than the ones proposed by Majidi et al. [37], which showed
lower accuracy for small α. Comparisons of the proposed solution with Majidi et al.
is plotted in Figure 11, which show that the simplified model by Majidi et al. could
overestimate the radial distance of mud invasion.

2.2 Demonstration for real field cases

The applicability of the discussedmodeling approach is demonstrated for field cases
that encountered lost circulation. The field data for four wells include the leakage rates
and the fluid types corresponding to Bingham plastic and Herschel-Bulkley fluids. Two
modeling approaches are discussed, where the first is a deterministic approach that is
matched with the proposed analytical solution, and the second is a probabilistic
approach based onMonte Carlo simulations. The utilization of the probabilistic
approach is motivated by the subsurface uncertainty of the downhole parameters.

2.2.1 Field case 1

The lost circulation data correspond to two wells, Machar 18 and Machar 20 in
Machar field in North Sea [33]. The fluid loss occurred due to the presence of
natural fractures. Using the proposed type-curves, the fracture apertures were

Figure 10.
Dimensionless type-curves showing dimensionless mud loss volume versus dimensionless elapsed time for a set of
nand α [42].
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determined to be 0.42 and 0.61 mm, respectively. Both wells are plotted with the
semi-analytical trends Figure 12. The relevant fluid and formation properties are
given in Table 2.

Figure 11.
Comparison between the proposed solution and the one by Majidi et al., which tends to overestimate the
invasion distance for low values of α [42].

Figure 12.
Real field data matched with the semi-analytical solutions for two wells; well data are from Lietard et al. [33].

Property Machar 18 Machar 20

Dimensionless parameter α 0.00215 0.0006436

Fracture aperture w [mm] 0.425 0.616

Fracture aperture w [mm] 0.42 0.64

Flow behavioral index 1

Fluid yield stress [Pa] 9.34

Fluid plastic viscosity [Pa.s] 0.035

Table 2.
Fluid properties and fracture aperture for the two wells.
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Figure 13.
Both wells are plotted cumulative mud loss volume versus time showing uncertainty plots (a) and (c), and
violin distributions at selected time points (b) and (d) for well 1 and 2 respectively [42].

Figure 14.
Well 1 ((a) and (b)) and well 2 ((c) and (d)) output results showing average hydraulic fracture aperture in
mm can be obtained from the mud-loss analysis plus maximum cumulative mud loss volume [42].
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2.2.2 Field case 2

In this case, two sets of data were reported for two wells in the Gulf of Mexico
[53]. The drilling fluid is Herschel-Bulkley fluid. The leakage data is provided as a
volumetric flow rate in gallon per minute versus time. The provided data is
converted into volumetric flow rates in m3 per second as a function of time. Due to
the uncertainty of subsurface parameters such as pressure drop, and rock proper-
ties, the semi-analytical solution is combined Monte Carlo simulations. The solu-
tions and the data match are shown in Figure 13. Various useful information can be
generated from these simulations. For instance, the uncertainty range of the
hydraulic fracture aperture for the natural fractures can be predicted. Furthermore,
the total mud-loss volumes can be estimated in the form of a histogram covering the
range of uncertainty for P10, P50, and P90, percentiles, as shown in Figure 14. The
relevant data are provided in Table 3.

3. Experimental study

The flow of drilling mud into an artificial fracture was studied by Majidi et al.
[54]. The fracture consisted of two horizontal plates placed in parallel within a
1 mm opening, mimicking a fracture aperture. An illustration and photograph of the
experimental apparatus are shown in Figure 15. Different fluid types and flow
conditions were investigated. The inner hole, used for fluid injection, is 3 inches
(in) in diameter located at the center of the upper plate. The radius of the fracture
plates is 36 in. Pressure transducers were installed at different locations along the
fracture radial distance. The pressure at the fracture outlet was maintained at the

Property Well 1&2

Pressure difference [MPa] 4.83–5.51

Flow behavioral index 0.94

Consistency [Pa.sn] 3.83

Fluid yield stress [Pa] 4.02

Table 3.
Wells condition and fluid properties for field case 2 at surface conditions.

Figure 15.
Experimental setup showing a schematic view (a) and a photograph (b) of an experimental setup consisting of
two parallel plates separated by a gap [54] (with permission from the author).
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atmospheric conditions. The non-Newtonian fluid was injected by gravity from a
supply tank placed at a certain height.

3.1 Steady-state flow test

Fluids were injected into the fracture system at a constant rate in a circulation
mode until the steady-state condition was reached for the pressure within the
fracture. The experiment was conducted with two different fluids, as provided in
Table 4. A semi-analytical solution was developed to model steady-state radial flow
for non-Newtonian fluids following a Yield-Power Law model described in the
following,

� dp
dr

¼ kQn
in

4π n
2nþ1

� �
w
2

� �2h in
w
2

� �þ
2nþ 1
nþ 1

� �
2τ0
w

� �
(14)

Where differential pressure with respect to radial distance dp
dr equals to the

operating conditions for inlet flow rate Qin, fluid properties, and fracture aperture
w. The fluid is characterized by fluid yield stress τ0, consistency factor k, and flow
behavioral index n. The limitation of this semi-analytical model is related to the
assumption of constant fracture aperture, which is inconsistent with the varying
fracture aperture caused by a slight deformation of the upper plate due to fluid
pressure during injection.

A commercial simulator (COMSOL®) was used to investigate the effect of
fracture wall deformation on the pressure behavior [55]. The results of viscosity and
corresponding shear at three locations with respect to radial distance, reflecting
shear thinning and thickening effects are shown in Figure 16.

3.2 Fracture ballooning effect

Fracture deformation and ballooning due to increased fluid pressure inside the
fracture could occur [55]. Majidi et al. reported that there is a deformation happen-
ing somewhere between inlet and outlet caused by force distribution from fluid
pressure. The physics behind fracture ballooning is related to mechanical deforma-
tion of the fracture resulting from fluid pressure and the surrounding stress field,
causing the fracture to reshape its aperture by either opening or closing [56–58].
Simulations are used to investigate the fracture wall deformation and the
corresponding pressure response. Simulations were conducted for deformed frac-
ture plates, as illustrated in Figure 17. The results of pressure profiles for the
deformed plate are in good agreement with the experimental measurements, as
observed in Figure 18.

Fluid Name Polymer solution (Pack) Xanthan gum

Yield-Stress, τ0 [Pa] 0 1.45

Consistency factor, k [Pa.sn] 5.30 3.37

Flow Index, n [Dimensionless] 0.480 0.407

Flow Rate, Qin [m
3/hr] 0.057, 0.113, 0.237 0.025, 0.057, 0.123

Flow Rate, Qin [US gal/min] 0.25, 0.50, 1.00 0.11, 0.25, 0.54

Table 4.
Rheological properties for two fluids used in steady-state flow test [54].
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3.3 Plug flow test

The experiment was conducted to investigate the stoppage of flow invasion as a
result of the fluid yield stress. The final invasion distances for two fluids were
measured in the radial fracture system. Different injection pressures at the inlet
were tested, for which the steady-state mud invasion front was measured. This

Figure 17.
Cross-section of proposed geometry showing a parabolic-shape deformation for upper plate [55].

Figure 18.
Match results of experimental data and simulations for the six cases at various flow rates, without fluid yield
stress (a) with yield stress (b) [55].

Figure 16.
Fluid viscosity and shear rate along the fracture aperture at the inlet (0.03 m), inside (0.2 m), and outlet
(1 m). The bottom plots show the corresponding viscosity color maps from the numerical model.
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experiment is illustrated in Figure 19. Understanding this effect is required to
predict the maximum mud loss volume [59]. The two fluids are described in
Table 5.

Because of the fracture ballooning, the aperture is not constant, as shown in
Figure 18. The equation used to describe the varying aperture w rð Þas a function of
radial distancer is given in Eq. (15). The maximum opening of fracture aperture is
captured by the parameter wm, distance from inlet where no occurred deformation
is defined by L1 and initial aperture where no deformation occurred is wi. Inlet and
outlet radii are rw and ro.
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When the mud stops, the flow rate is zero, that is,

dp
dr

¼ 2τ0 1þ 2mð Þ
1þmð Þw (16)

Integrating the above equation over the fracture to get,
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Figure 19.
Illustration of a plug-test experiment showing mud-invasion fronts rf in different colors at different applied
pressure.

Fluid Name Xanthan gum 40 [g/L] Xanthan gum 30 [g/L]

Yield-Stress, τ0 [Pa] 13.9 9.6

Consistency factor, k [Pa.sn] 4 5.5

Flow Index, n [Dimensionless] 0.34 0.315

Parabola vertex, wm[mm] 1.5 1.25

Table 5.
Fluid properties used in plug flow experiment.
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After integration of Eq. (17), the invasion radius, r f , is expressed in terms of the
fluid rheological properties and the fracture geometry, as follows,

r f ¼ 1
2
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2
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(18)

The solution of this equation is plotted along with experimental measurements
in Figure 20. The results are in excellent agreement with the experimental data and
show significant improvement to the model by Majidi et al. [37], which assumes
uniform fracture and, therefore, ignores fracture deformation.

4. Conclusions

Lost circulation during drilling operations is a common problem that requires
immediate intervention to circumvent fluid loss. Diagnostic tools, based on simpli-
fied input data such as fluid properties, pressure, and rate trends, can be quickly
deployed to quantify uncertainties related to the fluid leakage into the subsurface
formation and to perform predictions. Semi-analytical solutions are used to model
the leakage behavior of general Herschel-Bulkley fluids into a horizontal infinite-
acting fracture, mimicking the effect of a fractured formation. The approach is
applicable to different types of non-Newtonian fluids, including yield stress shear-
thinning and shear-thickening fluids. The model could predict the trend of mud
leakage in a system with horizontal fractures as a function of time. It can estimate
the effective hydraulic aperture of the fracture, the ultimate total mud-loss volume,
and the expected duration before the leakage stalls, if conditions allow.

Figure 20.
Mud invasion results for two fluids with yield stress (40 g/L xanthan gum (a); 30 g/L xanthan gum (b)), and
comparison with the a different model [55].
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Dimensionless groups are used to generate type-curves, which can provide quick
diagnostics about the leakage behavior from matching the type-curve trends with-
out a need for simulations. The applicability of the model was demonstrated for
four wells from two different fields. A numerical procedure was described to couple
the model with Monte-Carlo simulations to perform predictions under uncer-
tainties. This approach is a practical diagnostic tool to perform quick predictions
and to optimize LCM selection.
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Nomenclature

v velocity vector, m/s
A defined constant
B defined constant
D defined constant
d normal derivative
g gravitational acceleration, m/s2

I identity matrix
L1 distance from inlet where no occurred deformation along the plate, m
m consistency multiplier, kg/(Pa.sn)
n flow behavioral index
p pressure, psi
p f formation pressure, psi
pw wellbore pressure, psi
Qfree volumetric flow rate in free region, m3/s
Qplug volumetric flow rate in plug region, m3/s
Qtotal total volumetric flow rate, m3/s
r radial distance (variable argument), m
rD dimensionless mud front radius, m
r f mud front radius, m
rw wellbore radius, m
t time, min
tD dimensionless time
VD dimensionless mud loss volume
Vm cumulative mud loss volume, bbl
Vw wellbore volume due to fracture aperture, bbl
vr radial velocity, m/s
vr,plug radial velocity in plug region (non-deformed region), m/s
vr,free radial velocity profile in the free deformed region, m/s
w fracture aperture, mm
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w rð Þ varying aperture as a function of radial distance, mm
wi initial fracture aperture, mm
wm maximum opening of fracture aperture, mm
z z-direction in radial coordinate, m
zplug height of plug region profile, m
α dimensionless parameter
β dimensionless parameter
∂ partial derivative
γ shear rate, 1/s
Δp pressure drop, psi
μ0 viscosity due to fluid yield stress, Pa.s
μeff effective viscosity, Pa.s
ρ density
τ shear stress tensor, Pa
τ z, rð Þ shear stress component as a function of z and r, Pa
τ shear stress, Pa
τ0 fluid yield stress, Pa
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